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TH^ ATTir^D^ OF PR^SW DAY YO^TH TOWARD OHRISTIAKTTY .
In this thesis we propose to oonsider briefly some
of the popular misoonoept ions of the youth movement in
general, point out the oharacterist ios of the current
problem and specify the phase of the movement which we
propose to treat. This will brin^- us to the main sec-
tion in which the aim is to make a statistical study of
youth and religion in the "nited States, show the impli-
cations of this statistical study, review some of the
factors responsible for youth's present attitude tov/ard
Christianity, and conclude the investigation by sufgest-
ing what the church may do to bring about a more wholQ-
sorae attitude on the part of youth toward Christianity.
PH^IIHIMRY lUFCPJIATICIJ
I. PCPTTIAH i!I55GriJCOPTIONS 7/ITH RWHDS TO TH^
YCTTTH IICV^MIIIJT.
A. That The Movement Is Confined To The ^"nited
States . The present youth movement is by no means lim-
ited to the ^nited States. It had its origin, even, on
foreign soil. A group of male Cymnasium students in
Steglitz, a suburb of "Berlin in Cermany, is given credit
for initiating the movement in 1897. ^nique in character,
vague in its origin. It sprang spdintaneously into being
like all elementary forces, bred of social and economic
conditions different from those of other countries.

2.
The origin of the movement oan best be understood
when we recall that following the Thirty Years War and
Wapoleonio Wars, Germany was left in a stranded condi-
tion. After the Franco-Prussian '7ar, however, she be-
gan to achieve wealth, 7nder the stimulation of the
genius of Bismarck her hopes and aspirations for world
power were rekindled. To attain the coveted goal, the
nation became an armed camp and an industrial beehive.
The desire to fight and the desire for hard work were
impressed upon the rank and file as the supreme virtues.
With the development of industry, peasants left the
farms and crowded into the cities and "capitalism ab-
sorbed the individual who became merely a machine, wor-
king another machine, with no time for living because
time was money and the accumulation of riches was the
chief aim of life,"'
Obsessed with the idea of material gains, the
peasants, both of the upper and lower classes, had
little time to devote to their children, and "the
schools which should have been a second home for the
youth of the nation were hedged in by old traditions
and conditions no longer in touch with life; so in-
stead of will and character being trained, an atmosphere
of insincerety and mental exhaustion was induced, es-
pecially among the older pupils who were crainmed with
an over ballast of knowledge too superficial to deepen
1, Current History Llagazine; IJew York Times; March, 1923.
pp. 988.
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into living culture. The average school-boy was over-
worked and joyless. The bonds existing between teacher
and pupil were mostly those of tyrant and his victim."'
To break away from such a mechanical life the in-
itial organization among the youth of Cermany was formed.
These students called themselves the "Wander Voegal" or
Birds of Passage. The movement was a voluntary uprising,
among the youth themselves, against the spirit of Prue-
sianism that dominated all phases of German life at that
t ime
.
The units of the organization spread rapidly and it
was not long before the whole idea was nation wide. As
the influence spread, the purpose of the organization be-
gan to crystalize. In the beginning the objectives were
mostly negative, as can be gleaned from the following
statement of one of the leaders: "We felt unfree and ham-
pered in the atmosphere of the family circle, where we
were never taken seriously, end where the older people
never appreciated the need of our body and soul. We will
no more stand the buffoons of the desk, who compel us to
sit bended over our books, who call us names and insult
us, who hammer into us their nonsense in a mechanical and
soulless way, TTe will no more go back and perish in their
prison which people cell school." ^
Later, as more experience was gained, these "\7ander
Voegal" groups began to set up positive objectives, which
1. Current History LHagizine; JNT.Y. Times; June. 192£; pp.448
2. "Revolt of Youth"; Stanley High; pp. 56.
I
centered in a rediscovery of the findamental principles
that had been responsible for the g'reatness of their na-
tion; the principles which they felt were bein^ sacri-
f icec/. by the. current competitive system upon which the
Prussian 'Tar Lords had launched the empire.
By 1913, when the Centenary of the "^ttle of leip-
sic was celebrated, the movement had taken on very def-
inite form and at thi6 celebration was reorganized, giv-
en a new name
—
"^Der Freideut schen Jugend"--and set forth
the folloviing manifesto: "The Free German Youth, with
full self determination and driven by their own feeling
of responsibility and inner truth, will mold their own
lives; for this inner freedom they will stand together
under all conditions. To form mutual understand^, they
will have Free German Youth Lays. All these gatherings
of the Free German Youth are to be free from the use of
alcohol and tobacco.''' '
There was a temporary check to the activities of
the organization due to the World War. But the original
idea was quickly revived after the Armistice, and has de-
veloped to larger proportions than were visualized before
the war. Today the movement is felt in all phases of Ger-
man life and the ultimate aim is to purge the nation of
its dross. '*Te have become poor--we Germans--of all that
we prized and sought for. -Ye hail thee, blessed poverty;
1. Stanley High; "Revolt of Youth"; pp. 58
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if thou wilt help us to love with all our hearts all
that wioh we Germans should love, and if thou wilt help
us to find the way to our inmost souls a^ain; if thou
wilt help us to have the message of the German word and
work of God. born afresh out of a new spirit,"
A concrete statement of the high purpose of the
movement may be further gleaned from these words: "The
moral orusade, undertaken by the youthful reformers,
plays an important part in the story of modern reforms.
The great revolution that followed the World War, in-
stead of proving a cleansing storm, has developed more
as
and more into an economic struggle, and^there is no one
to protect the young against post-war vices and evils,
they are determined to do it themselves.'^ ^
Thus, we have the movement as it started in Germany;
first, limited to high school and university students, but
now extending to every class or group of youth in the na-
tion.
From Germany the youth movement spread to other na-
tions of Central Europe and has had a particularly trans-
forming effect upon the little republic of Czhecho-Slov-
akia, in which country the movement .while having deep ed-
ucational and political significance is, nevertheless,
predominantly spiritual and religious, as can be gleaned
from their statement of purpose,—"to unite the students
and graduates of the universities of faith in God to the
1. "Revolt of Youth"; Stanley High; pp. 75
2. Current History ilagazine; H.Y. Times; pp. 450
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life and truth in the spirit of Christ and Huss, to
strengthen, help and improve one another, to work for the
mental, physical and spiritual perfection of all men, and'
to promote faith, goodness and truth. And the members
who are seeking the truth, and want to unite their efforts
in service for mankind in a practical program of social
welfare, vow to live honorably in the spirit of Christ and
Hubs, for a life of truth and goodness."*
Today the youth uprising is world-wide in scope,
"The Young Turkey Party; the Young China Movement; the
Revolutionary Forces of Russia; Persia, India, Japan, Ko-
rea, "5gypt, and Latin America, are all signs of young
life and most of these movements are protests against an-
cient evils. Youth has grasped the steering wheel in or-
der to choose a new and better course. If a wreck does
not happen, because of the struggle, the lack of experi-
ence and headlong speed, then better progress may result."^
We might truly say of the youth agitation, that "it covers
the earth as the waters cover the sea." And the movement
in the TTnited States, instead of being at the center, is
far out on the edge. A.A. Hunter speaks of our American
Youth Movement as being as "small as the mustard seed."^
®« ^^at The Movement Is limited Solely To Heligious
Issues. It is true that practically all the unrest found
among youth has a profound religious significance; this,
however, only constitutes one important aspect of the
youth problem.
1. "Revolt of Youth"; Stanley High; pp. 119
I
7Another dominant characteristio of the ^ropean
Youth Movement is political. The settlement of the is-
sues that ^rew out of the "orld Tar was a serious dis-
appaoinment to the rank and file of the youth in "Europe.
Disheartened because of their disillusionment, there
followed a series of political revolts, which resulted
in the tumbling of crov/ns; the disintegration of auto-
cratic governments and the erecting, in their places,
constitutional governments and democratic states. In
other places, dictators, backed by the young soldiers
who had fought in battle, were able to seize the reigns
of control from the regular established old order.
llost especially has this been evident in Germany, where
even before the war there were political organizations
among the youth. These organizations have assumed a
significance and power in recent years with which politi-
cians must seriously reckon. '
There is another phase of the youth movement that
centers in industrial and social reform. This is very
significant of many of the movements ab'i^ad. In coun-
tries where there has been in former years an impassible
gulf between the proletariat and bourgeoisie, between the
peasants and aristocracy, developments of recent years
have brought about an abridgement of many of those gulfs.
ITor instance: "In Japan, according to recent visitors
from that country, there is a strong liberal and pro-labor
l."Eevolt of Youth"; Stanley High; pp.:iii-
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current at the oolleg-es, and many youn^ graduates of
the best classes, have thrown overboard all their oon-
neotions in order to lead the life of working men, even
going so far as to marry girls of the lower ranks and so,
exclude themselves from the society of their own peers,'**
The Chinese Renaissance Movement, with its emphasis
on social reconstruction and its impatience with class
distinction and superstitution, is also seeking to break
down these barriers. One of the societies has for its
motto: "Our association dedicates itself to social ser-
vice under the guidance of the scientific spirit in or-
der to realize our ideal of creating a Young China."
^
There are other phases of the youth movement that
center around education.^ ^Thile still other groups are
openly hostile to religion, especially in its organized
form.
C. That The Current Movement Is The First And Only
T^prising Of Youth . This is erroneous, because the revolt
of youth is as old as history itself. Most especially
have these uprisings been noticeable during periods of
transition. On an inscription found in Assyria, bearing
the date of 2800 B.C., there is a statement which deplor-
es the follies of youth and sounds the alarm that nation-
al decay will be the consequence because of the prevail-
ing conditions. The diciphered tablet reveals that: "Our
earth is degenerate in these days; there are signs that
1. Survey; June 19, 19E0; pp. 400.
2. "Youth's Adventure"; &, A. Hunter; pp. 6.
3. Current History Ivlagazine; N.Y. Times; pp 449.
4. World's 7/ork; May 1927.
1^
the world is speedily coming to an end; brobery and cor-
ruption are oommon, children no longer obey their parents,
every man wants to write a book and the end of the world
is evidently approaching."'
The movement inaugurated by Jesus was essentially a
youth movement; it was picked up and carried forward by
the Apostle Paul, who was a "flaming youth," Having
weathered so many storms in the vigor of his manhood, he
could well hand down his mantle to another youth, Timothy
whom he had trained telling him to "study to show thyself
approved unto God, a workman that needeth not be ashamed,
rightly dividing the words of truth."
^
The Renaissance llovement was backed by the youth of
that age. Such outstanding characters as IJewton, Kepler,
Laplase, Oorpernicus, Galileo, all started on their tasks
of notable accomplishments in the early years of their
life.
The earae can be said of the Reformation. A group
of young men were the moving geniuses behind the revolt,
luther was a young man of thirty when he nailed his ninty
five theses on the vi/all at Vvittenburg. Another reforma-
tion star of equal magnitude with Luther, was John Oalvin
who joined the movement at twenty and wrote his most mem-
orable work—"The Institutes"—at twenty-six. The Wes-
leyan movement that culminated in the establishment of
the Methodist "Episcopal Church, originated among a group
1. International Journal of Religious Education; pp. 16;
September 1926.
2. II. Timothy, 2:15.
c
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of youth who were still in college/
Those early pioneers who oame over in the Itfeiyflower
we revere and honor by oallin^ them "The Pilgrim Fathers".
To the average mind that carries the thought of a hoary
head and furrowed brow, but the spirit of youth was dom-
inant on that ship. There was but one man on board over
forty-five years old, that man was Ililes Standish; Tilliam
Bradford, so long the governor of the Colony, was thirty-
one years old and Edward Winslow, Foreign Ilinister of the
Colony, was twenty-seven years old."^ Furthermore, the
whole history of the struggle to establish our republic
was one in which youth largely participated. So youth's
assertiveness is not a twentieth century symptom. In the
popular phrase, it is as"old as the hills."
D. Confusion of Youth Llovement 7ith Pr opaganda
Efforts . There are many organizations both in ^rope and
America that are labeled youth movements which are virtu-
ally plans fostered by adults to reach some specific ends.
Some of these organizations are political in character,
others are economic and industrial, many have a social and
religious platform. The motives of a portion of these or-
ganizations cannot be impugned because they are high and
unselfish, but without question, many of them are promoted
purely for selfish reasons and some, even, for the purpose
of disruption of existing governments. In America these
propaganda organizations are chiefly concerned with various
1. International Journal of Religious Education; pp.21;
September, 1926.
2. "Youth looks at the Church"; Stanley High; pp. ^55
i
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kinds of reform. It is not our purpose here to attenpt
an evaluation of the propaganda organizations, but sim-
ply to point out that it is erroneous to connect them in-
teg-relly with the real youth movement that is widespread
throughout the world. The propaganda organizations oniy
use youth -as a means to an end; if they could reach the
end without having youth as a means, they would do so,
Cn the other hand, organizations purely representa-
tive of the youth movement are those that have arisen
spont&neously among the youth and are headed up and fos-
ered for the good of youth. In other words, they have
no purpose for existing aside from grappling with the
problems that confront modern youth.'
II. DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OP THE 2Cth
GEl^T^RY YOT^TH MCVEIIEHT
Even though the present youth movement is not the
first, yet in several respects it stands out in a class
by itself. It has distinctive characteristics that were
not possessed by adolescents of earlier years. Judge "^en
lindsay states the situation in the following words:
"I do not agree with the talk that is
popular Just now, that this present gen-
eration is like all others and that youth
has always been thus; it is true that
youth has always been rebellious, and that
it has always succurabed finally to conser-
vatism. They had the 'new woman' in the
mid-Victorian period and old fashioned
people wondered in alarm what the world
was coming to. But youth could not get
away with it then. It didn't have the
1. Christian Century; pp. 343; J,Iarch 15, 1928.
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eoonomio independence. Now it has it;
machinery has made it possible. Cnce
youth shouted and paraded with a wooden
gun, but today the weapon is loaded,
I.!ake no mistakes about it, this revolt
of modern youth is different. It is
the first of its kind."'
In addition to having economic independence and
modern labor saving devices, it is to be remembered
that the twentieth century youth lives in an age of
rapid transportation. Hot only is the transportation
rapid, but it is varied and cheap; hence youth is no
longer circumscribed to a provincial life. He has
steam railways that form a vast network that unites the
north, east, south and west. Automobiles are so nu-
merous that there is one for every five people of our
nation.^ Electric conveyances are equally as common
and the aeroplane is being rapidly perfected to crown
the system of transportation facilities. Hot only are
there these means for land travel, but the youth of to-
day has access to the great steamships than can cross th
the ocean in almost as short a time as it takes to cross
the continent by rail. Add to these conveniences the
modern methods of communication- -the rapid dispatch of
mail, the telephone, telegraph and radio--and you make
of youth today, a world citizen; or make the world for
him one vast neighborhood. He has access to the world
of yesterday through literature, history and art, and
the world of today through moving pictures and the
1. "Revolt ^of Modern Youth;" Judge Ben Lindsay; pp.158
2. Literary Digest; February 25, 1928; pp. 23.
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radio. Never before has so muoh potential value been
V
at the disposal of the youth of a nation.
So in the twentieth oentury movement we have one
that has its own peculiarities. It stands out in bold
relief from the others because of the phenomenal pro£-ress
that has been made in the development of the human race.
Ko other generation of youth within the scope of history,
ancient or modern, has shared in common so vast an exper-
ience. ^,7ith these superior advantages, opportunities and
experiences, the youth of the twentieth century face or-
deals and conflicts in life that have not faced the youth
of any other a^re. Hence, in any study of the current ten-
dency this should be borne in mind.
III. D^IIMITATIOIJ OP TH^ T/^bj-^GT
It is our purpose in this thesis to confine our
study to the youth movement in the ^nited States and
specifically to the religious phase of it. Since this
is being done, it may be well to point out here the sim-
iliarities and contrasts between the movement in America
and ^rope.
A. Points of Similarity
.
First, it is to be noted
that the youth movement in "^rope as well as in America
is a distinct protest against the old order of things.
There is a growing dissatisfaction with national and ra-
cial animosities; secret diplomacy and intrigue are
1. Literary Digest; February 25, 1928; pp. 23
V
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frowned upon, and young people are imbued with President
7ilson's ideal of open covenants openly arrived at, and
desire that differences be settled and adjusted on their
merits.
Another similarity between the movements is the fa
that in "^rope and America both, the youth were disil-
lusioned on account of the war. The youth of the world
feel that something was put over on them. Stanley High
expresses the thought as follows:
"It is out of great disilllsionment that
this youth spirit has arisen to reassert
itself. The youth who fought, see now, that
though they sacrificed to usher in a new
day, the principles by which statesmen pro-
posed to build it has been stamped as ideal-
istic and consigned again to the custody of
pulpit and choir. They see the caldron
of hates and prejudices left by the war and
the suffering left in its wake, and remem-
bering their comrades who will remain in
northern Prance and Italy, in Prussia and
Mesopotamia, they are beginning to ask
whether these men died in vain. "J
Growing immediately out of the above is a third
point of resemblance, which is an earnest and sincere
effort on the part of youth to really outlaw war.
There is perhaps greater unanimity of spirit on this
issue than any other single issue confronting young
people today. The outlawry of war, or national and
international good will is one topic that is common
to practically all youth gatherings on both sides of
the Atlantic.
1. "Revolt of Youth"; Stanley High; pp. 14
I
The youth of the world find a ohanoe to express
their oonviotions on this question through such orfani-
zations as the lorld Alliance For International Friend-
ship and The Youth Section Cf The Fellowship Of Reoon-
oiliation
B> Points Cf Contrast » There are however some
striking points of contrast. In the first place, the
motor power behind the movements is different. That
which g-ives the movement urge and drive, differs in the
two countries. As a matter of fact, some think the
movement in America is so mild that it has little cause
to be styled as a youth agitation. Says A.A. Hunter,
"The chief danger that the youth encumber in America is
no temptation to radicalism. It is what Heorge A. Goe
calls the 'sporific of conventionality', and a great
number of students give in to that temptation with alarm-
ing thoroughness. They imitate us (adults) too much, not
too little,"^
To understand the difference of attitude let us no-
tice that America entered the war on a high idealistic
plane of ''making the world safe for democracy;'' she em-
erged from the war with her national integrity unscathed,
with her economic stability unmolested, and showed the
sincerity of motive by refusing to lay claims to any of
the spoils of v/ar. Cn the other hand, most of the "^ro-
pean nations entered the conflict with all their national
1. Christian Century; March 15, 1928; pp. 343.
2. ''Youth's Adventure"; A. A. Hunter; pp. 3.
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integrity at stake and came out of the war with their
ranks sadly decimated and with their national eoonomio
stability well nigh shattered. The youth of Europe were
faced with the arduous responsibility of rebuilding a
shattered world, the task of bringing order out of chaos.
This was the motive power that drove them on to action.
The motor power behind the American youth moyement has
been more idealistic; they have not been able to fully
sympathize with the youth of ^rope because they have not
faced the grim realities that stared the youth of "^rope
in the face in their effort to build a new social order.
This lack of sympathy on the part of youth of America has
caused some misgiving among foreign young people, who are
beginning to question the sincerity of our youth.'
Because of the nature of the problem in TCurope,
three other contrasts make the movement stand out distinct
from our American youth movement.
The youth of !^rope are more radical than those in
America. iThere discontent is deepest, radicalism will be
found more in evidence, so on the Continent, there are all
shades of socialists, communists, bolsheviki, as well as
anti-religious groups,"''
The youth in Europe because of the problems that face
them are more effectively organized than those of America,
Ilr, Wise observes that:
"As the years have passed since the
war, there has come to be more and more
1, Century Llagazine; January 19E8; J.W»Wise; pp,266
2. American Review of Reviews; January 19E8; pp. 52.
r•
c
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of plan and purpose; of foresight and
organization in the attempt to cope with
the problem. In all parts of Europe, I was
surprised by the vast network of organiza-
tions, the many arrangements which had been
so carefully made to facilitate and foster
international relationships between young
people.
Perhaps most highly organized of all
are the many youth conferences of an in-
ternational character. These have grown
both in number and in importance since
1919, when the first of them was held and
now provide a constant medium for the
annual interchange of opinion between
thousands of young Europeans.'"
This is further corroborated by Reinhold Uiebuhr, who in
appraising the Evanston Youth Conference said:
"If the conference really gave us
a olue to the mind of the student youth
of America, we may say, therefore, that
American youth is much less conscious
of the fundamental weaknesses of western
civilization than the youth of Europe,
and is therefore in much less conscious
revolt against the conventional sins of
our times. "2-
In this same article it is reported that the presiding
officer said to the Evanston group that; '^they knew very
little about what they were discussing and that a group
of European students would have possessed some conviction
resting upon accurate knowledge and scientific study of
the proposed problems."^
Being more effectively organized it follows that
the results achieved are more conclusive than the results
of our American eonferenoes. Most of our American youth
conferences content themselves with passing resolutions
and endorsing high sounding platitudes^ In contrast, in
1. Century Magazine; January 1928; pp. £63
2. International Journal of Religious Education; Apr. 1926
pp.23.
3. Youth looks at the cli^rob; pp.174
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"Bfurope most of the '^oonferenoes are anything but formal;
a program is considered a point of departure, not an ob-
jective. The meohanios of organization are reduoed to a
minimum. Often the sessions are held in the open, around
oamp fires where no minutes are recorded nor resolutions
passed; where, instead of seeking superficial solution to
problems, the end is simply clear thinking and fearless
discussion on vital themes."
In our treatment of the subject, therefore, we will
recognize the fact that there are some similarities but
more of contrast in the two movements.
MAIN DISGUSSIOU
in view of the foregoing discussion we are ready
now to enter upon the specific task set before us—the
discovery of the attitude of the youth of America toward
Christianity. In proceeding, it is our plan to avoid
the common errors that have often been made in treating
the subject, ^e do not approach the subject as a biased
pessimist, who although very sincere is yet sadly mis-
informed as was "Elijah when he said: "I have been very
jealous for the Lord God of Hosts, for the Children of
Isreal have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine
altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword, and I,
even only I, am left and they seek my life to take it
away." On the other hand, neither do we come to the
1. Cfentury Magazine; January 1928; pp. 263.
2. I Kings 19:10.
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task as the biased optimist who said, *^Though pessi-
mists rout and oritios oroak to their hearts content,
the present youth of the land are growing into the
wisest, most virile, most versatile, most capable, and
most useful generation since history started."' We
rather make the investigation on the basis of the ap-
proved scientific data that has been gathered in the
field of religion in the United States. The findings
of such experts will be examined and set before us
and our conclusions will be drawn after the presenta-
tion of such facts.
I, STATISTICAL STUDY.
A, United States Census Report For 1916 . In
189C there were in the United States 21,699,432 church
members. Sixteen years later, 1906, the number had in-
creased to 35.068,058, a gain of 13,368,626 or 61.6 per
cent. The census of 1916 gives a combined church mem-
bership of 41,926,864. The gain for this ten year peri-
od, (1906-1916) was 6,858,796, an increase of 19.6 per
cent
.
From the above figures we see the period from 1890
to 1906 showed a larger proportionate increase than that
of 1906 to 1916. On the basis of the 1890-1906 increase
the ten year period from 1906-1916 should have shown ad-
ditions of 8,292,890 or 38 percent instead of the 6,858,
796 or 19 percent that was actually gained. In other
1. Literary Digest; February 9, 1924; pp. 32
2. Bureau of Census Bulletin; 142; pp.29
c
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words, the sixteen year period, 1890 to 1906, was one of
rapid enlargement of ohuroh membership, while the figures
from 1906 to 1916 indicate a slowing up of that steady de-
velopment.
The question may be raised, what have these figures
to do with the youth question, or what light do they throw
on the situation? In the first plaoe, it is significant
that of the 41,926,854 ohuroh members reported for 1916,
4,327,369 were children under thirteen years of age.
In the second plaoe, when we take into consideration
another important finding of religious educators, that the
peak of conversion occurs between the 14th and 16th years,
and that 75 percent of the church members are received be-
fore they are 21 years old, we can see then any statistics
showing increase or decrease in church membership effect
in a large way the youth population.
E. Statistics Compiled by Dr . Charles Stelzle .
Dr. Stelzle is head of the Church Advertising Department
of the national Advertising Association. In the talle be-
low he has shown the proportionate increase between the
population of the United States and the membership in
Protestant churches over a period of 125 years. Eis table
is as follows:
Ratio of Protestant Church Membership
To Population in United States
1800 7 in each 100 of population
1850 15 "'»""'»
1. Bureau of Census Bulletin; 142; pp. 36
2. "Character Building In A Democracy"; W.S.Athearn; pp.131
fc
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1870 17 in eaoh 100 population'
1880 20 " " " "
1890 22 " " «
1900 24 " " " »«
1910 24 " " " tf
1915 24 " " Tf
1920 25 ^' " " "
1925 26 t « " w
An interpretation of these figures reveal^ that for
the 126 year period, from 1800 to 1925, the population
of the nation multiplied itself 22 times. During this
same time, the membership of the Protestant churches mul-
tiplied 81 times or a proportionate increase of almost
four to one over the population of the United States.
Dr. Stelzle says:
"If we were to stop with this statement
the church might rejoice because of this
apparently remarkable growth. But a closer
analysis of these figures will indicate
that the church cannot afford to sit back
in comfort because it is gaining a steady
victory in its attack upon the evil of the
world.
iihen these figures are further scrutin-
ized it will be observed that for the first
fifty years, from 1800 to 1850. the ratio
increased by 8; for the next fifty years it
increased by 9; during the following- 25 years
from 1900 to 1925, it increased only by 2.
There is considerable fluctuation from decade
to decade but the most startling is the fact
that for 15 years, from 1900 to 1915, the in-
crease merely kept pace with the increase in
population.
C. statistics Of The Council Of Churches Of Christ
In America . Taking the period from 1915 to 1925, and in-
cluding the statistics for all denominations. Catholics
as well as Protestants, we have the figures below:
1. 17orld's Work; September 1927; pp. 505.
2. World's Work; September 1927; pp. 506.

22
Year Population Church l.'e/nbers
1925
1915
115,378,094
98,841,443
46,883.756
39,380,670
Inorea se 16,536,651 7,503.086
These figures point to the faot that for the 10 year
period covered, the population of the "^nited States in-
creased 14.33 percent, while the church membership in-
creased 16 per cent, a gain for church membership of 1.67
percent above the increase in population. This however
is only an advance of one sixth of one percent per year.
Looking at it from another angle, we see in 1915. 39.84
percent of the whole population were related to the church;
in 1925. 40.64 percent were so related ; this is an in-
crease of barely eight tenths of one percent over the
period of ten years.
D. The Statistics Of The World's Survey . This work
was compiled on the basis of the census estimate of 1917
which showed a national population of 103,640,473. This
report shows the following facts in regards to church af-
filiation in the TTnited States:
leading Protestant Denominations 24,352,316 or 23,5 %
There is brought out through these figures the fact
that 58,110,130 or 66 percent of the nation's population
are in no way connected with the church.
The report further brings out the fact that in the
Catholic Membership
Jewish
All other Protestant Faiths
17,049,074 or 16,5%
3,387,238 or 3.2%
739,715 or .7>
Total 46,528,345— - 43.9>o *
1. World's Work; Spetember 1927; pp. 507
2. 77orld's Survey; pp 203.
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United States we have 53,575,048 ohildren and youth under
25 years of age. The survey apportions the youth among
the religious bodies as follows:
leading Protestant Denominations 16,935,540 '
Catholics 8.676,170
Jewish 1,630,110
All Other Protestant Faiths 576,910
27,618,730
Members not repprted who are
nominally Protestant 25.956,320
53.575,050
It should be borne in mind, however, that all of the nom-
inally Jewish, Catholic and Protestant children and youth
are not enrolled in schools where they reoAive religious
instruction as can be seen from the following diagrams:
Ohildren and Youth (TTnder 25 Years Of Age) Are
Distributed As Follows:
In Sunday School Not in S. S.
Parochial School Parochial S. Or
Denomination Congregational Congregational Total
School School
Rom. Catholics 1,870.000 6,806,000 8.676,000
Jewish 87.000 1.543.000 1.630.000
Protestants 14.361.900 28.529.950 42.891.850
Summarizing the figures given above we have the follov/ing
startling and significant facts:
number of no. not in no , in percent
Denomination children religious relig. not in
schools schools rel. schs,
Nominally
Protestants 42.891.850 28.529.950 14.361,900 66.5
Catholics 8.676.000 6.806,000 1,870.000 78.4
Jews 1.630.000 1,543,000 87,000 95.2
Total 53.197.850 36.876.950 16.318.900 69.3
1. World's Survey pp. 203
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The statistics given in the World's Survey do not
show the comparative development of one period in our his-
tory with another period to show whether there has been
an increase or a decrease. The aim of this report was to
show the actual state of religion in the nation at the
time the facts were gathered. 7?hether the above shows an
increase or a decrease in religious interest, it presents
a situation that should be carefully considered. As the
report says:
"The one question which arises most clearly
from these studies is this, how long can a
nation endure, 69,3 percent of whose children
and youth are receiving no systematic instruc-
tion in religious and moral sanctions upon
which our democratic institutions rest? And
this question becomes acute when we learn how
few hours of instruction are available annu-
ally for these children who do enroll in re-
ligious schools."*
The diagram on opposite pags shows the Sunday school en-
rollment and the hours of instruction.
"If spiritual illiteracy is the forerunner
of moral bankruptcy and national decay, what
are the lessons from these statistics?
The results of this survey are important. The work
represents the most scientifically accurate and exhaus-
tive piece of research that has been done in the field of
religious education. The following picture, painted in
the light of the information gathered, should command our
respect because the picture is drawn from the actual facts
discovered:
1. World's Survey; American Volume Revised Mition; pp.210
c
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"The T^nited States of Araerioa has been in-
vaded by three enemy armies which threaten
our national existence. First, there is with-
in our borders an army of five and one half
million illiterates above nine years of age.
Second, there is an array of fifty million
people above nine years of age who are not
identified with any church—Jewish, Gatholie
or Protestant. Third, there is an army of
twenty-seven million Trotestant children and
youth, under twenty-five years of age, who are
not enrolled in any Sunday school or other in-
stitution for religious training These in-
terlocking armies constitute a triple alliance
that threatens the life of our American Dem-
ocracy, ratriotism demands that every loyal
American enlist for service and wage three
great campaigns—a campaign of Americanization,
a campaign of adult evangelism and a campaign
for the spiritual nurture of childhood."'
We get further impression of the far-reaching im-
plications of these statistics when we note Dr. Athearn*s
statement
:
"There are in the United States 42.891,850
Protestant and nominally Protestant youth un-
der 25 years of age. Of this number 14,361,900
are reported enrolled in Sunday schools or Prot-
estant Parochial schools and week day religious
schools; 1,225,740 are on Cradle Rolls or Pont
Rolls and 27,275,110 or 66.5 percent of the
total are not enrolled in any religious schools.
There are in the ^nited States 8,676,000
Catholic children and youth under 25 years of
age. Of this number 1,870.000 are in religious
schools and 6,806,000 or 78 percent of the whole
are not in any religious schools.
There are in the United States 1,630,000
Jewish children and youth under 26 years of age.
Of this number 87.000 are in religious schools
and 1.543,000 or 95 percent of the total are not
in religious schools.
Putting these statistics in another way the
following statements may be made; Uintfeen out
of every twenty Jewish children and youth under
26 years of age receive no formal religious in-
struction.
1. Torld's Survey; American Volume, Revised Edition; pp.203
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'*Three out of every four Catholic children
and youth under 26 years of age receive no
formal religious instruction.
Two out of every three Protestant children
and youth under 25 years of age receive no
formal religious instruction.
Or taking the country as a whole, seven
out of every ten children and youth of the
United States under 25 years of age are not
being touched in any way by the religious ed-
ucational program of any church."'
E. Statistics Cn Youthful Grime And lawlessness .
Quoting from Dr. Athearn again:
"One of the most alarming facts revealed
by the study of crime in this country is the
youthfulness of persons convicted of major
offenses against the law. A significant sur-
vey of the ages of criminals in a typical
American community has recently been made by
Hon. Wm. R. Remy, Prosecuting Attorney for
Marion County, Indiana. This county includes
the city of Indianapolis, lir Remy compares
the ages of persons convicted of major crimes,
(not juvenile offenses) punishable by death or
penitentary imprisonment, in the year 1913 and
1923. The following statements are taken from
his report.
Average Age 4f Average Age of
Grimes Criminals in 1913 Criminals in 1923
Burglary 29 years, with only
16 21 years or
under.
21 years, with 90p
under 25, and 55^^
under 21.
21 years, with Qefo
under 25 years and
71;& under 21.
23 years, with 94;o
under 25 and Qlfo
under 21.
19 years, with 96;^
under 25, 85 /o under
21 and 51/o under
18 years.
Bobbery, includ-
ing hold-up men,
bandits, etc ...
.
Grand larceny;;;.
Vehicle Taking...
28 years, only one
under 21 years
29 years, with 13/^>
under 21 years.
Ilo statute covering
this case in 1913
1. "Character Building In A Democracy"; W.S.Athearn;
pp. 25-26.
cc
Crimes
Average Age of Average Age of
Criminals in 1915 Criminals in 1923
Embezzlement 29 years, with 12/^ 29 years, with 40%
under 21 years 21 years or under.
(The average for
1923 was brought
up hy 2 men, aged
76 and 64 respec-
tively. )
Bigamy and wife 32 years, none un- 28 years, ll/o under
and ohild de- der 21 years 21 years. '
sert ion
From the records of the District Attorney's office
in New York City we have his statement:
"In 1925, 9989 men and women, 8C percent of
them under 20, all of them so young that they
^
averaged 2C years of age, had been tried here,^
"Of the 1217 prisoners received in Sing
Sing by direct committment during the fiscal
year ending June 30th, 1925, the majority
were in their twenties. The greatest num-
ber were 22, 23, and 24 years of age.
Seventy-five were only 2C; 58 were 19, and
one was 16. Almost three fourths of them
were native born, Ilor were these young
men illiterate; 19 had gone to college;
106 had a high school training; 124 grad-
uated from grammar school and nearly 700
others had gone part of the way through
grammar school, only 3C had had no school-
ing. ""J-
Judge John F. Ivfolntyre of the Court of Oeneral
Sessions, New York, one of the most brilliant and dis-
tinguished criminal court judges in the Fnited States,
says:
"Ii^ experience in this court leads me
to believe that most of the serious crime
in our country today is being carried on
by young people. Certainly it is true in
Uew York. Our v5cious criminals here--
our forgers, burglars, hold-up men, raurder-
ers--are young people between the ages of
1. "Character Building lU a Democracy"; W.S^Athearn; pp.34
2. Oood Housekeeping; August 1926; pp.37
3. " " November 1926; pp. 24
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16 and 23."*
P, Mlsoellaneous Statistics . Herbert Asbury in
a recent debate on the subject, is Protestantism declin-
ing, made the following observation:
"The statistical facts of the decline
of Protestantism may be set forth briefly
with figures compiled by various church
organizations which have authorized in-
quires into the deplorable state of re-
ligion in this country. The report of
the Cntinuation Church Committee of the
Interchuroh Conference made public in
May 1927 showed an 'alarming falling off
in church membership at the rate of 500,
000 a year; in thirteen communions with
a total enrollment of 15,160,170 the
losses aggregated 268,965, The loss of
the Congregationalists is estimated at
above 30,000 a year; while approximately
E2 . 000 annually desert the ''Episcopalians.
T5ven the Methodist Episcopal
Church, the best organized and most vig-
orously evangelical and proselyting of
the Protestant denominations, gained but
13,719 new members in 1926. 'iThile only
a few years ago the average increase was
twelve times that number.
Dr» W. R. Patterson of the General Council of the
Presbyterian Church furnished the Men's Church League of
New York City with the following facts:
"More than 32 percent of all the Presby-
terian, Northern Baptist and Methodist "Epis-
copal churches in the United States failed to
obtain a single convert last year. The fig-
ures show that of 9299 Presbyterian churches
3,269 had no converts last year. Of 8.765
Baptist churches, 3,474 lacked converts in
1927; and of 16.681 Methodist churches. 4.651
went without attracting a single convert.
If the same ratio holds for all the Protestant
churches in America, then there are 60,000 out
of a total of 200,000 churches that failed to
bring in a single convert into the Christian
1. Good Housekeeping; November 1926; pp. 37
2, Porum; February 1928; pp, 183.

Ifaith last year."
II. IMPLICATICWS OF THl? STATISTICAL STttdy.
\7hat are the implioations of the statistioal data
oited above?
In the first place, the study shows as regards the
Protestant Churoh in partioular, that for a period of
almost a humdred years it was a vigorous aggressive
institution that recruited members to its ranks at a
rapid rate, increasing its membership from seven in each
one hundred of population in 1800 to twenty-four in each
one hundred of population in 1890.
Second, near the close of the 19th century a gradual
falling off in membership began to be evident; this wane
reached the point where, for the first fifteen years of
the current century, the membership in the Protestant
churches remained at a stand still, and from 1915 to 1926
made but a slight increase.
Third, the figures of the Federal Council of the
Churches of Christ which take in all denominations. Cath-
olics and Jews included, for the period from 1915 to 1925
showed a gain of barely eight tenths of one percent over
the ten year period. Which means that in 1915, 39,84 per-
cent of the total population were connected with the
church and in 1925, only 40.64 percent were so related.
Fourth, estimating that 75 percent of the normal in-
crease in church membership comes from the group who are
1. Literary Digest; Ilarch 10, 1927; pp. 30.
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under^, we see the significanoe of the foregoing- impli-
oations on the attitude of youth toward the churoh.
Fifth, the report of the "/orld Survey shows oonolu-
sively the number of children and youth (Protestant, Cath-
olio, Jewish) who are enrolled for religious instruction,
also the number who are not enrolled for religious train-
ing. The report shows that there were 53,197,850 ahildren
and youth under 25 years of age in the "^nited States.
16,318,900 received some religious instruction; 36,876,950
are connected with no religious institutions.
Sixth, the study reveals further that as the curve
for churoh membership has turned downward, the curve for
youthful crime and lawlessness has turned upward.
In a nutshell, then, our statistical study chows:
first, that there are two great groups of children and
youth in the ^'nited States, 16,318,900 of whom are af-
filiated in some way with Christianity through the various
churches; and 36,876,950, who are growing up as "spiritual
illiterates". Second, since 1890 the curve of additions
to the Christian churches has shown a gradual trend down-
ward. Third, with the swing downward of a curve of church
membership, the curve of youthful crime and lawlessness
has mounted gradually upward.
Before turning to a consideration of the factors re-
sponsible for this situation, a further wnalysis of the
two divisions iMicated above is expedient.
(c
C
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It should be pointed out here however that the age
range given in the statistical study is wider than we need
for our invest igation» as the ages run from birth to 25
years of age. ^e are dealing with the adolescent group
whioh comprise the ages of IE to E4. It is evident then,
with this age limitation we are dealing with a smaller
number than indicated by the figures 16.318,900 and 36,876.
95C respectively. But it would not change the ratio un-
less to a proportion that would be less complimentary to
Christianity and the Church, When allowance is made for
the"adolescent dip" in church and Sunday schools, such
may be the case.'
III. THE GROUPS STTBDIVIDBD.
The adherents of Christianity may be subdivided into
a conservative and liberal section or those actively in-
terested but traditionally inclined and those actively in-
terested but constructively critical,
A. The Conservative Division . The conservative group
in turn may be further sub-divided into those representing
the Catholic faith and those representing the Protestant
faith.
1, The Catholic youth have been brought up under the
strict system of the Roman Hierarchy, which indoctrinated
them in the early years of their life in the fundamental
principles of the Catholic faith. We can understand the
conservative attitude of Catholic youth when we quote the
1. "Character Building In A Democracy"; ^.S.Athearn; pp.133
i
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the following passage:
"The Catholio Church has throughout its
history made the educational raethAd fore-
most in its activities. So insistent is
this organization on the fundamental ne-
cessity of instruction in religion as a
part of the child's general education,
that in order to incorporate daily religi-
ous education in the training of nearly
two million pupils enrolled in its schools,
it has in the United States provided more
than six thousand, five hundred elementary
schools and more than one thousand, five hun-
dred high schools paralleling the public
school system. The materials and methods em-
ployed in religious instruction in these
schools represent the pedagogy of past cen-
turies and are markedly inadequate and in-
sufficient. Yet, out of this persistent pro-
gram of the teaching of religion from earliest
childhood, the Catholic Church is able to de-
velop in its constituency a loyalty which
might well be envied by all Protestants. '
Under such a system of training we would expect to
find nothing other than this conservative attitude on the
part of the Catholic youth. They do not question the au-
thority and dogma of the church, but accept its teachings
as supreme and final.
It is true that there is a growing deep under cur-
rent of dissatisfaction developing among the Catholio
youth, but it has not reached the point where it could
be called a movement. Then this so-called modernistic
movement is not modernistic in the sense in which the
term is used in the Protestant Church. As John Eearley
has brought out in a recent article in the Atlantic Mon-
thly: "Catholic modernism is nothing but an
honest and holy attempt at the resurreo-
1. Betts and Hawthorne; "Method in Teaching Religion; pp.34
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tion of the undogmatized ohuroh of the
first three centuries,"^
To indicate that the movement has not orystalized to any
great degree or developed any appreciable following, he
says:
"l^ere they to reveal themselves at this
premature date, they, like Luther or more
recent Loisy. would be forced from the
church,"'
We are justified then in saying that so far as the rank
and file of the Catholic youth are concerned, they are
distinctively conservative, assenting without deviation
from the authority of the church.
2. Closely sonneoted with the Catholic youth are
the youth of the Fundamentalist Protestant Churches.
To this group of youth "religion is first of all an ex-
ternally imposed body of doctrine, and secondly, an emo-
tional experience. There is in their faith no place for
change. To them revelation is not a miracle of today, but
of yesterday; salvation is the effort of a single cause
—
a certain attitude of mind; the validity of the attitude
they would test by the touchstone, tradition."^ They fol-
low docilely the footsteps of their elders. These youth
have been brought up to believe that between science and
religion there is am impassible gulf. They recognize in
the universe two distinct forces; a realm of spiritual or
supernatural force and a realm of material or natural
force. Hence, the conservative youth has been trained
1. Catholic Church and the Ilodern Mind; Atlantic Monthly; p.
pp. 14; January 1928.
2. Youth's Demand For A Practical Religion; Outlook; vol. 138
pp. 450
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not to relate religion with progress of history. He
goes to college, studies scienoe, sociology, philoso-
phy and history and relates all of these to present day
developments. Bat in matters of religion he stands
adamant. Religion for him is a fixed and invariable
quantity, that is, "the same today, yesterday and for-
ever."
Loyalty to oreed, to institution and dogma mark
this group of youth. They, with the conservative Cath-
olic youth referred to above, constitute the majority
of the youth who are connected with the churches in
the TTnited States today. So we might say then of that
number of youth who are connected with the Christian
churches in America today, the majority have the tra-
ditional orthodox attitude toward Christianity.
B. The Actively Interested But Constructively
Critical Group . This type of youth is in the church and
has a strong passion for Christianity but Christianity
to him is a vital force, not a set of high sounding, pi-
ous platitudes. Kot only is Christianity to this youth
a vital force, but it is a progressive force that must
constantly be reinterpreted in the light of the new Sit-
uations that arise in the changing social order.
In speaking of liberal minded youth George A. Coe
says:
"A minority statistically small, but out
spoken, forceful and bent upon action, is
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''making trouble in another quarter,
^ile the many give themselves with
little thought to the surfaoe of life's
opportunities, being both modern and
conventional at the same time, the few
stand apart and endeavor to look be-
neath the surface."'
The youth that have a constructively critical at-
titude toward Christianity however are divided in policy
and method into at least three divisions.
1. There is the intellectualistic or rationalistic
division, found chiefly in our large eastern colleges.
There are some who exclude these as being anti-Christian
and paganistic in attitude, but they recognize that Christi-
anity has some validity, but that validity must be found
or arrived at through a logical process of reasoning.
The youth of this division would test and evaluate Christi-
anity as he would any other science. Their attitude is
brought out in the following statement of a Junior at Har-
vard.
"I tell you as I see it, God is simply
another course, to be mastered and criti-
cized. Most students feel no need of relig-
ion; they imagine themselves self sufficient
and are somewhat over-awed at the powers and
possibilities of their newly awakened minds.
They crave to see that mind, try it out, and
naturally they start on the things about them.
Religion comes to them from the outside and
they resent any element or phase of it which
eludes the mind. I mean, they are intensely ;
antagonistic to anything which must be ac-
cepted on faith. In cold, factual, logical
reasoning about God^ they indulge and what-
ever conclusions they arrive at are purely
intellectual; effecting very little their
personal lives. '.Then they finish, they put t a
them aside with their note book and credit
1. "'That Ails Our Youth**; Goe; pp. 68
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themselves with a pass in the eourse on God,"
The above oharaoterization of this division is
extreme and overdrawn, but it emphasizes the attitude
of those inclined toward an intellectual bias.
2, In sharp contrast to the intellectualists
there is another section of the critically constructive
youth who may, for the want of a better terra, be desig-
nated as super naturalists. Some label them as mystics,
not the dogmatic type of mystic of the middle ages, but
a new kind of mysticizm that has arisen because of youth's
disillusionment in life. This group of young people has
been deeply moved as they have thought upon the stagger-
ing price which humanity had to pay in waging the World
War. They have studied^the nations of the world, both
before and after the war have given themselves over to
an unprecedented wave of mater iali sip. Most especially
have they been concerned about the effect of materialism
upon the people of the United States where they notice a
growing disposition on the part of the present economic
order to minimize human values and exalt abone human val-
ues, material values of life. This section of the criti-
cal youth shrinks from giving assent to such a system,
especially when they realize how contrary it is to the
principles espoused by Jesus. Seeing the futility of
mere human effort in the improvement and adjustment of
the current economic, social and religious problems,
they feel the need of a closer fellowship and communion
1. Youth's Demand For A Practioel Religion; Cutlook; vol 138
pp. 46C
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with C-od as supernatural spirit. Their method of re-
form then is to endeavor to get men to enter a mysti-
cal fellowship with God, that through this fellowship
men may be able to sublimate the lower values and give
the fullest expression to the higher values of life.
The position of this division of the constructively
critical youth may be summed up briefly in the words
of two youth who expressed themselves on the question;
one said, "To me religion is playing the game of life
squarely and fairly with one*s self and the other fel-
low," But, objected the other, , "It*s that
I. of course, but it is more than that; God is there,
religion—religion is having God for a pal." The dyna-
mic of the Christian faith comes from a sense of intim-
ate personal relationship to God and it is this that
they would have show itself in Christianity more than
anything else.'
3. Somewhere between the rationlistic division
and the mystical section, there is a third and larger
division of the constructively critical youth, whom we
may designate as practical religionists. To them
Christianity is nothing more than sounding brass and a
tinkling cymbal, if it cannot be made practical. For
them, Christianity^to have validity, it^i^ sub Jeoted
to the pragmatic test. It must work in every day ex-
periences and human relationships. Dr. Coe speaking of
1. Youth Demands A Practical Religion; Curlook; vol. 138
pp. 451.
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this type says:
"At one point at least these oritical
youths are pursuing the essentially con-
servative method of reason itself. They
are endeavoring to be realistic toward
facts and to assess from a broadly human
standpoint rather than from the prejudiced
standpoint of the individual or partisan
interest The eyes of our oriti-
cal youth are seeing beyond every national
and racial horizon. They more than any
other present group probably reflect the
ancient saying: 'Nothing that is human is
to me foreign.' 'There the movement
is consciously religious it aims at such
things as freedom and beauty in worship;
freedom, sincerity and frankness in mat-
ters of belief and the application here
and now of the ancient principle of good
^
will and seeking first the Kingdom of God ."
It is this center wedge of the critical liberal
group that has been most active and effective in bringing
in a new and larger day for the Christian Church. 77e find
this type of youth active in the Y.M.C.A. and Y.l^.G.A. as
well as in various local and national student movements
organized to promote Christianity. The youth of this di-
vision would see Christianity put to the acid test. Repre-
sentative groups of them have gone on record as willing to
follow the principles of Jesus to their logical conclusion.
The committment of the Fellowship of Reconciliation is ty-
pical of this division,
"I recognize the domination of pagan
principles and motives in present day
business relationships, especially as
shown in the flagrant disregard of hu-
man values in industry, the widespread de-
nial of brotherhood between the white and
colored races and the devastation of the
1. 7/Hat Ails Cur Youth; Coe; pp. 72-74
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greatest values in life by war,
"I am oonfronted with the need of
men with the spirit of Christ who will,
at whatever oost, strive to make the
principles of love and service effective
in all these relationships throughout
the world,
"I cannot do less than give my life
to this task, and I solemly covenant
with God that T will earnestly seek un-
til I find where I can be most effective-
ly used by Him,
"It is my purpose with God's help to
stand for the supremacy of human values
above all other values in life; to make
the principle of love and service, as ex-
emplified in the life, the teachings and
sacrifice of Jesus Christ, the dominating
motive of my life, with the full realiza-
tion that this commitment may involve me
in personal sacrifice, social ostracism
and financial hardship,"/
Dr. S, Parks Cadman refers to this type of Christi-
an youth as "an effective remnant which is blazing trails
to a better civilization with perseverance and daring,"
These young people, he says do not raise the "burning
cross of creedal exclusiveness and arregant nativism."
In college and universities they do not nurse "silly
pride, and boastful prejudice which retard national and
international goodwill," But they believe in the "God of
world Justice and world peace as revealed by Jesus Christ.
Summing up his opinion, he remarks:
"Again, since religion is vital, they ask
for data procured by labortory methods which
proves that vitality. Judged by their dec-
laration they are on the right track, although
at intervals at a distance from the center,^
Judged by their honesty, sincerity, detestation
of cant and selfishness, they stand head and
shoulder above the youth of my generation,"
^
Ic "Evidences Of A Religious Kenaissence" ; Brown, K,I,;
Outlook; vol. 138; pp. 546
2, American Review of ^'eviews"; Cadman, S, Parks;
January 1928; pp. 59
I
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In our analysis of the attitude of the youth who
are linked up in some way with Christianity and the
Churoh, we have shown that they are divided into two
subdivisions; one that is conservative and another di-
vision that is liberal. The conservative group in
turn was further subdivided; one wing representing the
youth of the Catholio Church and another representing
the youth of the Fundamentalist Protestant Churches.
We observed also that the larger number of the Chris-
tian youth are lined up under the conservative banner,
but observed that their ranks are gradually thinning
down; those breaking away going Either to the liberal
ranks or to those who have lost vital interest in Chris-
tianity.
The liberal Division we found convenient to sub-
divide into three sections; one representing the ration-
alistic or intelleotualistio trend in Christian thought,
another representing the supernatural istio or mystical
trend of Christian thought, and a larger section that is
designated as practical religionists. This section we
found to be most effectively organized and the one around
which modern Christian thought is crystalizing. We turn
now to the group of youth that have no affiliation with
Christianity and the Church.
G, Youth ITot Affiliated 7/1th Christianity And The
Church
. This group of youth may be also subdivided into
f
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two divisions. First, a very small group openly hostile
to Christianity with an aim to nullify its effectiveness;
second, an overwhelmingly large group who are apathetio
and indifferent.
1. The Openly Hostile . The youth of this division
are being mobilized by the Amerioan Association for the
Advancement of Atheism. This organization was first
launched with a negative purpose, that of destroying the
effectiveness of Christianity.
"In prosecuting its work which shall
be purely destructive, the society shall
hold public meetings and erect radio sta-
tions for the delivery and broadcasting
of lectures, debates and discussions on
the subjects of science and religion; pub-
lish and distribute scientific and anti-
religious literature and conduct a general
propaganda against the church and the clergy."
*
The president of the movement, Charles Smith, in
statement of purpose said:
"We are going to undermine the churches
in America as certain as time comes."
The secretary, Freemon Hapgood, a young man of
thirty and a grandson of a Presbyterian minister, fur-
ther elaborates;
"We can do it because the churches are
already slipping and when we show the
reason to the people who have been hum-
bugged by preachers and priests, they will
accept it. le have found putting over
Atheism in America much easier than we have
anticipated."
2
Since 1926 when the association received its charter
1. Missionary Review of the 7orld; April 1926; pp. 308
2. World's Work; May and June Issue; 1927. pp. 18
C
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in the state of New York, In addition to its purpose of
destroying the ohuroh, it has set out on a definite ob-
jective of propagating Atheism. I.5r. Homer Croy's articles
in the \7orld's Works from whioh we have already quoted,
treats comprehensively this latter phase of the Atheist
movement. It is from these articles that we have drawn
most of our material on Atheism.'
To show that they are not making an idle gesture
about their aim to advance and propagate Atheism, the
secretary of the society gave out for publication the
achievements of the first eighteen months since the
association recieved its charter. This record showed
that Atheist chapters had been set up in twenty colleges
and preparatory schools in the United States and in three
high schools; founded the Junior Atheist Movement; suc-
ceeded in getting Atheism taught on one ship in the United
States Wavy, and in the Canal Zone and Alaska; has drawn
into its folds doubting ministers. Catholic priests and
discontented young Jews. The report states that the move-
ment is scant ioned and supported by many professors in
both state and private colleges and universities. The report
showed further, that a suit was pending before the Appelate
Court in Washington, D.C. seeking to do away with chaplins
in the United States Army and Uavy, the Officers Heserve
Corps and the Senate and Congress.
%en asked about the strength of the Atheist movement
1. World's Work; Ijlay 1927; pp. 18
r
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in the United States, the president replied:
"Forty million, records show that
there are more than that number in the
TTnited States who are not members of
Churches, who do not go to ohuroh, who /
do not pray and to whom God means nothing."
When pressed, thoug-h, for more definite and explicit fig-
ures, he stated, there were sonething over 100,000 open
and avowed Atheists in the United States.
The Atheist movement among the young people is called
the Junior League. This organization to further the move-
ment among high school students and young people of America
was founded in September 19£6 and is steadily growing. It
was inspired by the four a's, (American Association For
Advancement of Atheism) organization. The national secre-
tary is Miss Christine Walker, who lives in Crap, Pennsylvania.
Mies Walker is eighteen years old and until three years ago
was secretary of the Christian "Endeavor in her home town and
also secretary of the Westminster Guild, a branch of the
Presbyterian Church.
"I went regularly to the church, says
Miss Wlaker, and then the foolishness of
religious belief came over me and I got
out. I could have drifted along with the
multitude pretending I was religious, when
I wasn't, but I decided to take mjr stand
against all things religious. After all
just plain horse sense tells us there is
no God." 2.
As further evidence of the effectiveness of the in-
sidious propaganda being spread by the movement, we cite
two incidents that occured,^in Sastern District High School
1. \7orld's Work; May 1927; pp. 18.
2. " " June 1927; pp. 145
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and the^James Madison High Sohool, both of Brooklyn,
]Jew York.
At the first named sohool, during the assembly
period when the leader of the devotions began to read
the Scripture, young Myer Applebaum arose and walked
out unoeremoniously in the midst of the reading.
When questioned about his action, by the principal
of the school, he said, '^I am not going to listen to
such rot."
A similar act was committed at the James Ifedison
Sohool by Jlyer Kanikow, who was the leader of the
group there. Ifhen called to task, he said:
"We don't believe in the Bible and
don't want it stuffed down our throats.
We are members of the Society of the
Godless. The Bible is out of date, the
odds are three million to one that there
is no heaven and no hell, so why worry.
That's what we learn in the Society of
the Godless."'
When the leaders of the schools investigated the
matter it was found that the youth were well organized
and were being backed by the American Association for
the Advancement of Atheism. This organization secured
court action, exempting the members of the Godless So-
ciety from attending the devotional services in the
public schools.
There are some who minimize the effectiveness of
such a movement. The facts stated above show that the
movement is well organized, and recently, through press
1. World's Work; June 1927; pp. 146
i
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reports we were told that the organization had aniassed
a fortune of six or eight million dollars to propagate
its work, TVhether that be true or not we have the def-
inite information that the organization is definitely
launched among the youth of the nation and increas-
ing numbers are joining its ranks, thus registering
themselves as having hostile attitudes toward Christi-
anity.
2, The Apathetjo and Indifferent Youth . 5y far the
largest number of our American youth fall into this
division. The statistical figures cited showed 36,876,
950 children and youth, under twenty-five years of age
in the United States, who are receiving no religious
training. The openly hostile wing, as has been pointed
out, is numerically small at present. Extracting from
the thirty-six million the proportion that fall between
the ages of twelve and twenty-four, we have America's
gravest problem.
but
They are the ones to whom Christianity means^little
,
if anything at all. Ueither enthusiatic for nor hostile
against Christianity, they are found drifting along with
the tide of current thought. Or to state it in other
words, the youth represented in this last section are
neither hot nor cold but simply lukewarm, apathetic and
indifferent; because they are so, they constitute a
group that is a constant menace to the perpetuity of the
r
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highest Christian ideals,
Kenneth Irving Brown, in speaking of this type, says:
"There is f*rst of all that oirole
whioh we oall pagan, they include, (a)
many of the social and athletic lea-
ders; (b), and many of their thought-
less followers; ( o ) , many young material-
ists who go the course of least resist-
ance; fd), thousands of laborers who are
materialists but not from choice. Their
struggle for a livlihood taking all their
time and strength and initiative, leaves
little opportunity or desire for enrich-
ing recreation or religious culture,"'
Because of no stabalizing religious influence in
their lives, the youth in this class are susceptible to
crime, immorality and vice. They are the plant-bed from
whioh radicalism of the most destructive nature springs.
Children and youth tend to relfect in their conduct
the things that have been impressed upon them in the home,
school, church and community. Quoting from Dean Athearn
again;
"The children act as they have been
taught or as society has let them teach
themselves. Honesty, truthfulness, in-
dustry and the other essential virtues
of the noral life can be taught until
they control conduct so completely that
men and women will not yield to any tempta-
tion to depart from the paths of moral rec-
titude. "2.
The converse of this statement is also true, where the
child does not get these principles through either pre-
cept or example, we need not look for them to appear in
their character.
Hence, the greatest task that faces the Christian
1. Outlook; vol. 138; pp. 451; i:overaber 1924.
2. Athearn, V/,S,; "Character ?uilding In A Democracy";
pp. 32.
(J
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Ghuroh today is to devise some plan or means whereby
the millions of unreaohed youth may be brought under
the dynamic influence of the Christian religion.
This is necessary, not only to safe-guard the future
of Christianity but our demooraoy as well.
"The twin evils of ignorance and
Godlessness are the only enemies
which a democracy need fear. If
it cannot conquer them, it cannot
survive
'
Before suggesting a solution, however, let us ex-
amine some factors that have been conducive to the wide-
spread pagan attitude assumed by this vast army of apa-
thetic youth.
IV. FAGTCI?S RIJSPCITSIBLT^ FOR YCHTH'S PR^S^HT
ATTITTJD^ TOWARD CHRISTIANITY
The question that comes before us now for solution
is, how do we account for the growing indifference of
the American youth toward Christianity. We will take
up briefly some of the causes given.
A, The Disintegration Of The Home And Family life .
An almost universal cause given for the paresent attitude
of the American youth is the failure of the American
home •
Vera Connelly, writing a series of articles in
Good Housekeeping beginning August 1926, interviewed
leading judges of Criminal Courts, outstanding figures
in the field of secondary education and a group of par-
ents from various sections of the nation. In these in-
1. "Character Building In A Democracy"; Athearn, W.S.;
pp. 28
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terviews she wished to find out whether the youth were
turning from the Christian ideals as indicated through
increased orime, moral turpitude and Godlessness. If
suoh were the oase she next wanted to know the cause
and finally the remedy. In practically every inter-
view there was an acknowledgement that there was an
increasing disregard on the part of youth/^ the high-
er things of life and a gradual swing away from Chris-
tianity and the principles implied in Christianity.
Practically all laid the blame at the door of the home,
specifying a lack of moral and religious training.
We quote from some of the interviews.
"Of the reasons for the restlessness
and criminal tendencies of youth, the
lack of religious training so far out-
distanced all others that it stands
alone."'
Judge John F. Mylntyre of the Court of General
Sessions commenting on the situation states that:
"It is psychologically hard to analyze
but the real causes lie down under-
neath. There are too many of them for
us to enumerate them all, but the out-
standing ones are (1) lack of religious
training in childhood; (Z) absence of
parental authority and discipline; (i5)
failure to instill ideals of modesty
and chastity in children." ^
From Minneapolis, luinnesota we have the testimony
of Hon. F, Warte, Judge of District Jourt. In com-
menting on the present Laxity, he said:
"I should mention two outstanding
causes; first, and most fundamental,
the breaking down of religious train-
ing in the home. Character can have
1 and 2; Good Housekeeping; August 1926; pp. 170
c
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no firm and lasting basis for the
great majority of people other than
religious faith, and religious faith
comes rarely into any life save
through early religious training.
Second, the extreme complexity of
modern life and the demand for ex-
citement which children and young
people are habituated by new forme
of amusement
Dr. W. J. C*Shea, Superintendent of Schools in the
city of Hew York, a man who has had thirty-eight years
of experience as a school man, when asked what is the
cause of the present moral instability of modern youth,
replied:
"I shall cite five fundamental causes;
first, parental inability including lack
of moral and religious training; second,
failure of adults to teach young people
how to use leisure time and youth's con-
sequent turning to improper books, harm-
ful amusements and bad companions; third,
lack of vocational training for those un-
able to absorb cultural subjects; fourth,
motion pictures of harmful type; fifth,
the superficial moral standards of the
times.'**
The principal of the Clinton Dewitt High School for
Boys, the largest in the world, says:
"The present situation is due to the lack
of parental discipline, and that is due to
the fact that discipline is hard on the dis-
ciplinarian. We all avoid hard things, but
parents could at least try,"^
Professor Joseph 0, Masters, Principal of Century
High School in Omaha, Nebraska, comments:
"If such a thing were possible, the
American home should be rebuilt. At
least it needs recentering; too often
the parents are out for a social even-
1. Good Housekeeping; August 1926; pp. 17a
2. " " Sept. 1926; pp. 30
3. " " " pp. 162.
ii
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"ing or are heading organizations for the
betterment of society while there is no
one at the hearth-side to build and main-
^
tain a real home for the boy*B and girls."
From the pen of Dr. W. lyon Phelps of Yale Univer-
sity oome these words:
"It is unquestionably better for chil-
dren to grow up in a home than in a ho-
tel or an apartment, but after all the
plaoe is not what counts the most. What
counts the most is the character of the
parents. Far better for children to
be in any environment with parents both
wise and good, than to be in the most
comfortable home with the wrong father
and mother,"^
Writing in Good Housekeeping for February 1926, Dr.
CM. Sheldon remarked:
"The ideal plaoe for the religious
teaching of children, we say, is the
home. But whether we like it or not
we may divide parents in America into
four classes: Those who know how to
teach religion and do; those who pos-
sibly know how and don*t; those who
would like to teach it and don't know
how and those who neither know how
nor care to teach it if they knew how.
This last class is by far the largest
of the four and that explains the fact
that over sixty-five percent of the
youth of this country is not connected
with any Sunday school or under what
we call religious influence. "3
Speaking of home influence. Dr. S. Parks Gadman says
"Despite occasional theological
absurdities which have since sunk
below the level of curiosity, those
pieties reinforced the natural re-
ligiousness of childhood and were
the major sources of its spiritual
vigor and capacity. They have been
forsaken at a crisis v/hen mechanical
and materialistic elements assert
1. Good Housekeeping; 'September 1926; pp. 162
2. World's Work; October 1924; pp. 640
3. Good Housekeeping; February 1926; pp. 23-24
cr
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"themselves on every side, with the
result that muoh shallowness and
oynicism mar the zest for life and
youthful but prematurely stale souls
beoome inert and useless before
their fight has well begun. Neuro-
sis, depression, crime and even
suicide ravage youth unfortified by
domestic religion and its faith in
a righteous and loving God***/
Another eminent scholar. Dr. R. H. Stearn of Phil-
lips Andover Academy who has had a wide experience with
boys coming from various sections of the nation, in
speaking of the problems of modern youth, says:
"The home so prominent today is of a dif-
ferent type. City life with its hotels
and apartments and flats, has exerted a
deadening influence upon it; but it has
been even more dangerously undermined by
the pronounced change in the attitude of
the parents themselves. Parents sometimes
abide in the modern home on their way to
and from pressing duties of professional
and business life, and the alluring ap-
peals of club and society; but the old
atmosphere is laking, the service rendered
by the older generation is largely for
self and real sacrifice is hard to find....
We must search altogether too far for that
type of home and its accompanying environ-
ment which through the passing years has
built up all that is best and finest in
our American life.'*^
George H. Betts, writing of the loss of religious
influence of the home, says:
"As civilization grew more complex
and interests multiplied, religion
came to play a less prominent part
in the thought and life of the people.
Education became universal, social in-
stitutions developed, the minister no
longer stood at the head of his com-
munity in learning, and the church
relatively if not actually lost influ-
ence and leadership. Inevitably the
1. American Review of Reviews; vol. 77; no. 460; pp. 53
2. Challenge of Youth; Stearn; pp. 52.
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'*home was permeated and its attitude
modified by these chan^-es.'* '
Then going on to show how many of the home duties
and responsibilities have been delegated to or assumed
by the public schools, he continues:
"Perhaps unoonsoiously but tone-the-less
surely, this same policy of *laissez faire'
in the home has carried over to religion.
If the school is to relieve the home of
the care of the child's educational, recre-
ational and social oversight, why should
not the ehuroh relieve it of the care of
his spiritual oversight? So the family
altar has become traditional, the Bible
is supplanted by the magazine and story
book, religion as a topic of conversation
is unfamiliar. Religious instruction has
disappeared from home almost as completely
as from school, 'Vith the elimination of
the religious elements from the schools
and homes we have come dangerously near
to eliminating it from the lives of the
young, and so from the structure of so-
ciety, "i-
The statements quoted above have not come from sen-
sationalists, they came from men of broad experience,
who have made observations over a long period of years.
They could not be classed as pessimists, but as a group
of men intimately interested in the future welfare of
the nation. They see the facts in the case and recog-
nize their implications. As statesmen, therefore, they
have simply sounded the note of warning. If their tes-
timony is worth anything "in court" we conclude that
the breakdown of the American home, with all that is
implied in that statement, is one of the causes of the
1, Challenge of Youth; Stearn; pp, 32
2. Ourrioulura of rjeligious Education; "^etts; pp. 62
rr
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apathetic, indifferent and hostile attitude of many
youth toward Christianity.
B. The Failure Of The Ghur oh As A Teacher Cf
Religion. In addition to blaming the modern home for
our moral and spiritual deoay, there are many who hold
the church, through the Sunday school equally or pro-
portionally responsible for current conditions.
To get the force of this criticism clearly before
us, it is necessary to go back to the early days of the
republic.
1. The Place Cf The Church In The life Of The ^arly
Settlers . The church was at the very heart and core of
the life of the early settlers. It is said of these
Colonial ancestors that they lived, moved and had their
being in an atmosphere impregnated to the saturation
point with religion. To them life revolved about the
word of Ood as its center. The Bible was not only read
daily but was freely consulted to settle problems of
business, matters of personal concern, or policies of
statecraft. The church dominated the whole life of
these early settlers, and most especially education.
""Education as a means of achiev-
ing spiritual welfare was a control-
ling purpose throughout the colonies.
The concept of education for the sake
of culture or education as an instru-
ment of efficiency had not yet arisen."'
The importance attached to religion in those early
days can be seen when we note some of the duties of the
1. The Curriculum of Keligious Education; ^etts; pp. 52
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Bohool teachers of that time.
'*In the New York Colony teachers
were sometimes directed to have as
many as four prayers daily from the
catechism by the school and to teach
the common prayers and catechism
twice a week, as well as have all the
children well prepared for Sunday les-
sons in the church. The direction
given to the teacher, the clauses in
his contract and the admonitions of-
fered him by the school boards and
ministers relate almost exclusively
to religion and hardly at all to edu-
cation in the modern sense, '"ne of
the teacher's chief functions was to
quiz the children on the sermon of
the preceeding Sunday requiring them
to remember text, topic, and out-
standing sections of the discourse,"'
The curriculum material of the elementary schools
was wholly Biblical, as the famous '*Horn Book" and "New
:5ngland Primer" will attest. The latter book which was
part of the curriculum of the elementary schools for
nearly two hundred years, reached a total circulation
in sales of over three million copies,'*^
^p until the close of the Revolutionary War the
Church dominated the field of education, using it as
a means to the end of establishing a people who were
loyal to the church and its teachings. But after the
close of the war, when national consciousness began
more and more to crystalize , the leaders of the new re-
public began to sense the need of a change in the edu-
oational policy of the nation. From the agitation of
these leaders there followed one of the bitterest
1, The Curriculum of Religious "Education; Bette; pp, 62
2, The Curriculum of Religious "Education; Betts; pp. 55
3, History of "Education; Gubberly; pp, 673
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struggles ever carried on in our school system; it
was the struggle that ended in the complete secular-
ization of the public schools of the nation. The
control of the schools passed from the church to the
state. The schools were put on a strickly taxation
basis and religious subjects were excluded from their
curriculum.
When religion was taken out of the curriculum of
the public schools there was no place to teach it.
It had not been taught in the churches, because as
indicated above, they depended upon the home and school
to teach religion. Speaking of this situation, Dr.
Athearn says:
"When in interest of our common
democracy religion was removed from
the curriculum of the public schools,
the Protestant churches had their
choice of two courses. First, they
might withdraw their children from
the public schools and establish
competing parochial schools, in which
both secular and religious subjects
might be taught at the expense of the
various Protestant bodies
Or, second, they might send their
children to the public schools for
their secular education and build
a supplementary system of religious
schools. ""^y
The Protestant churches rejected the first idea on
the ground that it was undemocratic and unpatriotic, real-
izing that the 'common knowledge, common skills, common
attitudes and common ideals"necessary for the social sol-
idarity of the nation could not be secured through such
1. Curriculum of Religious Education; "%tts; pp. 61
2, Character Building In A Democracy; Athearn; pp. 44-45
rr
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2» TfaQ Rise Of Tha Sunday School , To oarry out
this plan some interested laymen brought over the Sun-
day sohool idea that had been started in :5ngland by
Robert Raikes.
"The secular ourrioulum in these schools
was not acceptable, but the Sunday sohool
idea seemed to be the solution to the Prot
estant problem. So the Tiln^rlish Sunday
sohool with a religious curriculum instead
of a secular curriculum--thus making the
American Sunday school a distinct institu-
tion—was established as an agency of re-
ligious training."*
, _
the churches would readily take up the Sunday school
movement that had been intooduoed as a solution to the
problem. But as indicated above, church leaders were
slow to see the importance and magnitude of the task
which the secularization of education was thrusting
upon them. Some churches fought the Sunday school
stubbonly as a dangerous innovation,
"It was not until 1847 that the
Protestant church really accepted the
challenge that faced them in the mat-
ter of educating the youth of the na-
tion in religion and morals. It was
a pamplet written by Horace Bushnell
which later was expas-nded into the book
called 'Christian Nurture' that brought
the Protestant Church to see and really
attempt to aocompliah its task."^
Tip to 1847 considerable progress had been made in
establishing the Sunday school but this expansion did
We would think because of the^public schools that
1. Character Building In A Democracy; Athearn; pp. 44-45
2. A Parish Program Of Religious Education; Squires;
Chapter 1.
c
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not have the united baoking of the Protestant ohurohes.
The chief agenoy of promotion was the American Sunday
School TTnion, a non denominational agency. But following
1847 the Sunday school movement entered upon an era of
unprecedented growth and expansion—"the goal of the lea-
ders being to establish a Sunday school in every church
of America," Practically all the leading Protestant de-
nominations accepted and endorsed the movement; in 187E
the International Uniform Lessons were adopted; "local
county and state associations came into existence,"
The International Sunday school Association was set up
and the movement reached its climax in I886--S0 far as
the expansion was concerned- -when the 'Vorld's Sunday
School Association was organized.
Since 1886 the chief development of the Sunday
school has been along the line of internal improvement.
The heading of this section is the failure of the
church to teach religion, WherAin has the church failed?
^7e have noted the early opposition of the church to
the Sunday school. The later wholesale endorsement of
the movement came as a matter of expediency rather than
t
farsighted spiritual statesmanship. And even though
today the Sunday school is a ward of the church it is
very inadequately supported by the church,
"Recent studies show that the average
American Sunday school has less than one
hundred pupils present each Sunday and
1. A Perish Program of Religious ^ijducation; Squires;
Chapter 1.
2. Character Building In A Democracy; Athearn; pp. 52.
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'*less than two dollars are expended
eaoh Sunday for the total oost of
eaoh school. Only about two cents
of each dollar raised by the average
ohuroh is expended on the education-
al program of the local church. It
is clear that the churches are not
spending enough money on their schools
to guarantee the perpetuity of our
Christian ideals. It is also clear
that the method of financing the school
in a local church has not changed in
a hundred years."'
TCffeotive surveys have shown that not half of the
children of the nation are being reached by the educa-
tional agencies of the church, and of those enrolled
less than half are brought into permanent relationship
with any Christian organization. In short, these sur-
veys have shown that the religious educational agencies
of our Protestant churches are less than twenty-five
percent efficient.
Perhaps the chief reason the church has failed in
communicating to the youth of today Christian ideals is
due to inefficient teachers in the Sunday schools,
"It has been estimated that sixty-five
percent of the effeciency of a school
depends on the teaching force. The re-
maining thirty-five percent is divided
between such items as the curriculum,
equipment, grading and other matters.
It is therefore a matter of primary im-
portance for the church school to have
an efficient corps of teachers. "-^
IThat is the status of the average teacher in the
Sunday schools of the Protestant church? Dean Athearn,
describing the type of Sunday school teacher from the
1, Character "Building In A Democracy; Athearn; pp. 66
2, A Parish Program of Religious Education; Squires; pp.22
3, Same; pp. 191
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time of the adoption of the Constitution of the United
States to the olose of the Civil War, says they were the
God-fearing men and women of the ohurohes of that day,
who undertook the work of teaching out of a sense of
duty to the rising generation.
"They were untrained, unsupervised,
voluntary workers." Comparing these
early teaohers with those from the
olose of the Civil ?far to the present,
he said the same language oould be
used: "untrained, unsupervised, volun-
tary workers who undertake the work
of teaching religion to the rising
generation." '
While recognizing the invaluable service rendered
by teachers, and appreciating the fact that the rank
and file have come to the task prompted by such high
motives as love of church, love of the child, love of
society and the satisfaction found in teaching chil-
dren. Dean Athearn summarizing the status and limita-
tion of the average American Sunday school teacher,
says:
"The average American Sunday school
teacher, as was discovered from the
Indiana Survey, is a married woman,
thirty-seven years old with two chil-
dren of her own; has three positions
in the church besides that of teacher;
she Joined the church twenty-two years
ago under the influence of a revival;
she has an eleventh grade education
similiar to that given in the public
schools twenty-five years ago; she has
not studied any of the social sciences;
she has not had as much as twelve weeks
of systematic training in either Bible,
Pedagogy or Child Psychology; she has
I, Character Gilding In A Democracy; Athearn; pp. 66;
I-
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had no training in institutes to
improve her methods; she has taught
six years and one half, and yet her
class has never been visited by the
superintendent, pastor or any one
to assist her to become a better
teacher."
'
When we compare the situation outlined above with
the steady progress that has been made in the field of
secular education since the days of Horace Mann, we can
see clearly how far short the church has failed in its
educational task.
A century and a quarter of public school develop-
ment has given to the nation a system of elementary
schools that guarantees to every child of the nation
an education in the fundamentals essential for democrotio
citizenship and today there are enrolled in these ele-
mentary schools over twenty-five million children. There
has been developed a system of Junior High Schools and
Senior High Schools which have enrolled around three mil-
lion adolescents. In addition there have been organized
state universities, technical, vocational and trade
schools all set up with one aim—that of developing the
individual citizen to the limit of his capacity. The
elementary schools alone are manned by a corps of nearly
a million teaahers. There have been developed a system
of normal schools. In early years a teacher finishing
elementary school could enter the normal schools and
spend two years and come out to teach; but today, the
1. Indiana Survey; Athearn; pp.
c
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requirement is that one must finish hi^h school before
entering the normal school and many of the normal schools
have extended their course to make it equivalent to a
four year college course with opportunities for graduate
work in certain teachers' colleges. In public school
education we have a century and a quarter of phenomenal
development; in church school education we have practi-
cally a century of stand -pat ism" . Yet the church school
teacher must compete with the highly trained publio
school teacher. The public school teacher, well trained
and skilled, has the children five days a week from five
to six hours a day; the untrained Sunday school teacher
has this same group of children, one hour each week.
Should we be surprised that so many drop out of the church
school at the crucial period of their career? The aston-
ishment should come from the fact that so many remain.
G. The Failure Of The Denominational College .
The denominational colleges were organized at first
for the purpose of propagating religious ideals to those
who came under their supervision.
The denominational and privately endowed colleges
that had religious sanction v^ere used in the early years
of the republic by the church for the purpose of propa-
gating religious training. We are told that the laws of
Harvard College for the year 1642 contained ninteen rules,
fourteen of which bore upon religion and conduct, impress-
((
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ing upon the young: student that '*the main end of his
life and studies is to know God and Jesus Christ,"
The ourriculum of Harvard. Yale, Princeton and 7/illiara
and ISary were planned to oarry out the fundamental pur-
pose of the colleges, "which was to prepare a ministry
for the church and advance the cause of religion among-
its constituency." The example set by these early col-
leges was followed by those which were organized later.
With the secularization of education and the conse-
quent development of the large state colleges and uni-
versities, the denominational colleges found themselves
in keen competition with the state institutions. Instead
of sticking to their major task, that of teaching religion
and morality, they secularized their curriculum and con-
formed their program to that of the state, thus becoming
competitors of the state rather than fostering a system
of schools that would undergird the secular education
with a strong religious and moral sanction. Because of
this capitulation on the part of the denominational col-
leges, they no longer serve as strong propaganda centers
for the spread of Christian ideals and Christian princi-
ples. In dealing with the topic of the denominational
college. Dr. Coe points out wherein it failed, when it
neglected to follow the path of training Christian lea-
ders for our demonratio social order.
1. Curriculum of Religious Education; Betts; pp. 59
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"^This, he says, is the ground upon
which we shoul have competed with state
institutions in a most friendly and con-
structive rivalry, IJot merely should
have, but should here and now. Dawdling,
lack of intellectual interest, immersion
in student affairs of minor or doubtful
value, secularism verging upon paganism,
these are present in our denominational
institutions. Here as in the state in-
stitutions, there is inertia with respect
to the biggest things that men and women
of the next generation have to do. Ignor-
ance of our religion— its documents, its
history, its practices, its ideals, its
next tasks--abounds. The churches desper-
ately need laymen who will provide intell-
igent backing for religious education,
"What light does all this throw upon
the youth situation of today? First of
all, it helps account for the fact that
so little difference is felt between
young people who are under the influence
of church institutions and other young
people. The vocation of living is neg-
lected all around. In the next place,
we find here reason to ask whether the
young people whom we think of as neglect-
ful of religion are not, as a matter of
fact, taking it at pretty much its own
valuation of itself. If the local Sunday
sahool or young people's society does not
take religious education seriously; if in
the denominational academies and colleges
religion is pushed into a corner; if those
who have grown up under religious auspices
are not rebuilders of the human world,
what should we expect the masses of our
young people to think of religion? *
Along with the failure of the home, the church and
the denominational schools, others have attributed the
deterioration of youth to the influence of the movies,
modern jazz music, the World War, low type of theaters,
the automobiles and the like. It is true that all of
the above factors have had their effect or have helped
1. TThat Ails Our Youth; Goe; pp. 63
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to produce the unhealthy attitude that is prevalent
among youth today, but do they tell the whole story?
Are they not, after all, only immediate causes? Is
not the main cause of the present revolt rooted deeper?
Has it not come as a result of a changed philosophy of
life? Are we not after all beginning to reap the first
crop that has been produced by this changed philosophy
of life? That we might have a background of apprecia-
tion of the effect of this changed philosophy upon the
modern mind, I quote at length from Dr. Knudson:
" "But in the process of adjustment.
Christian thought has undergone marked
changes and in order to be prepared to
understand these changes we need to
consider a little more fully the main
points involved in the past struggle.
In what particular respects, we conse-
quently ask, has the scientific move-
ment been actually or apparently hos-
tile to Christianity?
"In answer to this question three
different specifications may be made...
First, science has tended to eliminate
the idea of God from human thought.
It has been the breeder of Materialistic
and positivistio philosophies and so
the ally of atheism and agnosticism.
In this role it has to be sure transgressed
its own limits and been untrue to its own
distinctive nature. But that as an his-
torical movement it has actually had these
anti-religious effects, can hardly be ques-
tioned
"The second respect in which modern sci-
ence has come in conflict with religion
is in tending to dethrone man from the cen-
tral place in the universe which he had
previously been supposed to occupy. The
traditional Christian view of the world
was both geocentric and anthropocentric
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"The Darwinian theory of man's descent
seemed at first to destroy that very
olaira to spiritual preeminence and unique
work which had made possible reoonoila-
tion between Christian faith and the Gor-
pernican astronomy
"The third point of conflict between
modern science and religion is found in
the idea of the reign of law. By its
stress on this idea , science has tended
to discredit the biblical miracles and
to destroy faith in Providence and in
answers to prayers."
Summing up the case he says:
"It is then evident that modern sci-
entific movement has had a very impor-
tant bearing on religious faith. It
has encouraged the rise of materialis-
tic and poeitivistio philosophies which
by their very nature have sought to elim-
inate the idea of God. It has by its
astronomical and biological theories ten-
ded to dethrone man from that central
place of dignity and worth ascribed to
him by the Christian faith; and by its
stress on the r*ign of law it has in no
small measure tended to destroy the cred-
ibility of scriptural history. These are in
the main the consequences of science in its
theoretical aspects. But science has also
its practical character . It is a faith as
well as a theory. And as a faith it mani-
fests itself, as we have seen, in the be-
lief in social progress, and in the domi-
nant socio-economic interests of our day." '
It seems that the above statement gives us our cue
to get at the heart of the indifference of youth. They
have been brought up in a civilization that has capitu-
lated to materialistic and positivistic philosophy.
Their parents have been caught up in the vortex of a
situation from which they have not been able to extri-
cate themselves. Being engrossed and enmeshed in "mere
1. Present Tendencies In Religious Thought; Knudson; pp.
30-61.
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things'^ they have not transmitted to their posterity
those fundamentals that are essential for the under-
girding- of oharaoter. This faot is further brought out
by James Bissett Pratt in the Yale Review.
"The young people of this age, as every
period, have taken what they have been
given and if they differ from their elders,
it is because they have had a different
'bringing up'. But why has their bringing
up been less religious than that of their
parents? Obviously something has happened
in the last forty years."*
Aooounting for the factors contributing to the weaken-
ing of middle-aged parents he is in essential agree-
ment with the view expressed by Lr. Knudson, saying:
"The most important of these may, I think,
be included under one or another of the fol-
lowing topics; the steady and rapid growth
of the naturalistic point of view; the wane-
ing of ancient authorities in matters of be-
lief and conduct; and of indeed for the re-
spect of authority in general; and lastly,
the great increase and growing complexity
of practical concerns and secular interests
and diversions."'
The great discoveries in the realm of the physical
sciences during the latter half of the ninteenth cen-
tury opened up to man immense vistas that enabled him
to get a comprehension of the universe that no genera-
tion had hitherto possessed. The results of this en-
larged vision have shown themselves in practical every
day living.
Lr. S, Parks Cadman follows the same general trend
of Dr. Knudson and James Bisset _ rat t accounting for the
1. Yale Review; James Mssit Pratt; April 1923.
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present laok of religious devotion and moral integrity:
"Viewed retrospeotively , until 188C
or thereabouts, the two accepted sanc-
tions of ethical control, religion and
public opinion, exercised a united sway;
It was the age of innocence when an un-
questional belief in the Bible as the
literary inspired oracle of faith and
conduct and in the church as the uni-
versal mother of men
"Today however many young people head
a radical departure from these beliefs
and codes."
"Secular education with its premature
trust in the moralizing powers of democ-
racy has stormed the past.
"The eternal verities on which the
best civilization has hitherto been
built are pronounced temporary and vul-
nerable; these explanations of character
and conduct filter down from the intellec-
tuals who propound them to numberless im-
mature minds which do not understand their
philosophical nature, yet manage to give
them practical expression."'
Peoples of former ages in the Christian dispensation
lived under a constant dread of a sudden crash of the cos-
mic forces which would usher in the day of judgement. The
mere thought of the approach of this impending world ca-
tastrophe had a tendency to cause them to seek divine fa-
vor in order that it would be well with them when the day
of reckoning came. But when the Darwinian theory of evo-
lution, which postulated that the world had been in exis-
tence for fflillions of years and will likely exist for rail-
lions more^was given widespread dissemination, thousands
who had been brought up under the strict Puritan discip-
line now felt a relief which has shown itself in a lowered
1. American Review of Reviews; vol. 77; no. 45C; pp. 53-54
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moral fibre.
Modern inventions that have brought forward an
ever increasing economic system hap« exacted more and
more of the time of both parents to the extent that
the average child has been woefully neglected, ^have
had their unwholesome reaction, to say nothing about
the effeot of the passing of biblical authority^of
creeds and dogmas.
It is not the passing of those misconceptions
that is to be dreaded but rather the fact that with
their passing no stabilizing force was substituted
for thera. This thought is further brought out by
Fir. Pratt.
"If we would see clearly we must
not blink that one of the effects of
this emancipation of the human mind
has been to weaken incalculably the
foundations of religious faith, for
millions of Christians anything- very
substantial could be given them in
place of what has been taken away.
"We may as well confess to each
other that the glowing promises which
we of the liberal movement made to
ourselves twenty years ago, of a na-
tionalized and newly vitalized Chris-
tian faith which would fill the ;aasses
with a more spiritual religion and take
the place of their old bondage to the
letter, have not been fulfilled; the
bondage of the letter is rapidly going
but the new spiritual faith is not
spreading with anything- like the same
rapidity."
•
Youth's indifference, therefore, to Christianity has
its origin in the very nature and structure of the evolution
1. Yale Review; April 1923; pp. 61C.
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of our demooratio state. The ooDimon reasons usually
cited for the present apathy are superficial. The pres-
ent dominant attitude of youth is inevitable in face of
the philosophical background from v/hich it has arisen.
QONCLUSIOU
Summing up briefly the progress of our discussion,
first, we considered certain popular misconceptions in
regards to the current youth movement, outlined the
unique characteristics of the movement and the specific
phase of it to be treated. Then we took up the main
discussion in which a statistical survey was made and
implications deducted therefrom; closing with an in-
quiry into the cause of the present prevailing attitude
of the youth of America toward Christianity.
We now approach the concluding section in which we
ask and attempt to answer; what can be done to bring
about a more wholesome attitude on the part of youth
towards Christianity.
Just as it was found that the cause of the "ailment
of youth" rooted deep in the evolution of the modern
structure of society, so to find a remedy for the pagan
attitude which millions of youth have to Christianity,
we must cut deep beneath the surface.
Before making any positive suggestions, let us rap-
idly glance at some superficial remedies now in vogue
that have as their aim the improvement of the strained
r
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relationship between youth and Christianity.
I.INADWAT^ R^IT^DIES THAT AR^ HO?/ B^INC- TBl^D
A. The Sugar Coated Program. Leaders of youn^
people who use this plan set traps to deooy young people
into the ohuroh by making the church a place where they
can have a good time. Socials are held, suppers and ban-
quets are served, moving pictures are shown and athletics
are fostered with the end in view of tying the young peo-
ple to the ohuroh. The method is to be discountenanced
because in the last analysis it is using false pretense;
that it is ineffective is evidenced by the fact that even
where these "loaves and fishes'' are served, there is still
that reticence on the part of the rank and file of youth.
Young people spurn efforts to hoodv/ink them when they dis-
cover such is the aim. They respond more rapidly and will-
ingly to the genuine appeal based on spiritual values.
The sentiment of thousands of young people is expressed in
the words df the youth who said:
"I think an interpretation of religion
to young people should not be sugar coated
The places where religious work among young
people is being most seriously carried on
are places where without apology and under
intelligent leadership young people are led
to give serious and extended consideration
to the most seriouf problems of religious
life and thought."
'
B. Closely Related To The Sugar Coated Idea . Another
ineffective method used by many modern churches to corral
1. International Journal of Religious Education; Sept. 1926
pp. 16.
i
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youth may be oalled the plan of making the church
a kind of serai-secular institution which virtually
makes it a competitor with secular community agencies.
This competition is entered into on the pretex that it
will hold the youth in the church. So, as far as these
churches have the means, they set up their amusement and
other activities, such as travel lectures, concerts, ra-
dios, movies, etc. Then when it comes to the Sunday
services in which youth participates, such as Sunday
school and youn^ people's society, an effort is made to
introduce jazz music and sentimental strains in the pro-
grams of worship, all with a hope of appealing to the
interest of young people. Bizaare methods, such as these
tend to cheapen the church in the estimation of many you-
th and cause them to turn away from the church in disgust,
llany are in agreement with the youthful leader quoted
above, who continues:
"It is my conviction that too many
leaders of religious work among young
people assume that they must make relig-
ion a sort of light and airy proposition,
ushered in by the latest jazz singing and
ushered out with cocoa and soda crackers.
I am interested in both jazz singing and
in refreshments, but I don't think they
are at all necessary to the religious pro-
gram for young people."
G. Another ineffective method used by some ministers
and leaders of young people is that of periodically is-
suing tyrades against worldliness of this generation.
Those who are adept at this pastime may attract youth
who may come to hear and see their antics but carry
away with them no lasting spiritual values. As a rule
1. International Journal of Keliglous Education; Sept, 1926
pp. 16.
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such leaders are seeking newspaper publicity or popu-
lar applause. Vorldliness in high and low places
should be denounced and discouraged but always there
should be with it the warm redemptive note which makes
the erring one realize that there is love and sympathy
baok of the rebuke.
Frequently, when an examination is made, it is
found that these tyraders have not a simple construc-
tive plan to offer youth to help them in the solution
of perplexing problems which they face in this cruel
age. -Yhile as was noted above, some adolescents are
amused by the ranting of men of this type, on the other
hand thousands of others resent being singled out as
special targets, especially when they know they are no
worse than many of their elders. So they are in a
manner driven from the church and develop a kind of cyn-
icism and are soon swept into the malstorra with the host
for whom Christianity has no message.
D. In still other centers efforts are being made to
rally youth to the banner of Christianity by making of
the church a community center or forum for the discussion
of current economic and social problems. That such ques-
tions are interesting and should receive attention from
the church cannot be gainsaid. But:
"If the church is to make progress it
(l
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"must vindioate its right to be the
authority on great moral and ethical . /j
problems. This does not necessarily . a
imply infallibility but if the churoh
is not an authority on religion it can-
not pose as an authority on any subject.
The church is certainly no authority on
economics or sociology and it is foolish
to imagine that it is going to v/in or
hold people by converting the church in-
to a forum for the discussion of these
subjects. They can be better presented
by men and women who are specialists in
this field, '"hen it is remembered that
nothing is of greater interest to the
great mass of people than religion, and
that ministers and leaders in the church
are presumed to know more about religion
than any body else, it is short sighted
to say the least, for these leaders to
fail to make the most of their opportun-
ity,"'
Scattered throughout the "^nited States in both ru-
ral and urban sections there are large groups of youth
who are wrestling with the "weightier matters" of life.
Some are endeavoring to stabilize their, wavering faith;
others are trying to harmonize the teachings of the Bible
with the findings of science; while still others want to
see Christianity extricated from the thraldom of creed
and dogma. Moreover, there are the neglected, uncon-
cerned and depressed. There is the great field for the
church to render service to humanity but this essential
ministry cannot be accomplished by a "sugar coated" pro-
gram, by" serving tables", through unsympathetic tyradee,
or by community forums. These all have their place but
1. World's '.Fork; September 1927; pp, 505; vol 54; no, 5.
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they are all subordinate to the main purpose for which
the ohuroh was established—that of bringing individuals
all over the world to aooept the Jesus way of living.
II. POSITIVE SUGGIllSTIONS TO TE^ BR^CH
A. A Trained Sympathetio leadership . The first
step neoessary toward bridging the gap between indifferent
youth and Christianity is for the churoh to train a group
of sympathetio leaders who will have a real message for
erring youth, Nc other barrier has stood in the way of
reoonoiliation more prominently than the lack of trained
leaders. 7/e gave Dean Athearn's appraisal of the average
Sunday sohool teaoher. In this appraisal he showed that
for a period of one hundred years praotioally no advance
had been made in the status of the Sunday sohool teachers
in the Hnited States, Compared with the static non-pro-
gressiveness of the Sunday school leadership during that
same hundred year period, there was a phenomenal expansion
of the public sohool system that raised the level of the
teaching staff to a degree much higher than that of the
average Sunday school teachers.
Public school development has gone a long way tow-
ard putting into the reach of the individual pupil vast
reservoirs of knowledge accordingly raising thousands of
youth higher in the scale of intelligence than the aver-
age Sunday school teacher described above. Furthermore,
(t
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the junior and senior high sohools'have over three mil-
lion youth enrolled in their oourees in the Hnited Sta-
tes today and the trend of education is toward the uni-
versalized high school. IThioh will mean a much larger
group going to college and university. It is therefore
evident that in the next ten or fifteen years the church
must present its program to an educated citizenship.*'
An untrained leadership in the church school cannot
hold boys and girls who have been trained under teachers
who have keen intellects and a deep insight into human
nature. If during the past twenty years, three out of
every four who were in the church and Sunday school at
twelve dropped out before they were eighteen, what will
happen in this age when the high school boy is getting
a basic foundation in the physical and social sciences
that is giving him a still broader outlook upon life.
Till the "stand pat" church leader be able to in-
terest such a pupil? Leadership is the crying need of
the church school today. This does not mean that we
minimize the moral and spiritual contribution of the over
two million Sunday school teachers in our land; they have
and are rendering an incalculable service to the nation.
But they are really the last line of defense. They are,
as it were, standing with their backs to the wall; unless
the church can bring reinforcement to them in the form of
1. Gubberly; An Introduction to the Study of Education;
pp. 292
2. Character Building In A Democracy; Athearn; pp. 1C6
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better trained leaders, Christianity is sure to lose
more ground and the problem of reolamation will be more
acute
,
For the past twenty-five years efforts have been
made to improve conditions but it seems that the empha-
sis has been laid at the wrong plaoe. The denominational
agencies have been attempting to pattern their programs
after the methods of the public schools without doing
the essential ground work necessary for such a procedure.
So the mad rush of standardizing, methodizing and organ-
izing has been going on, in staff headquarters, resulting
in the sending down of complicated machinery which instead
of being a help has been too often a stumbling block to the
leadership unprepared to operate it. Professor Mayer has
called attention to this misplaced emphasis by saying:
"Sometimes it is impossible to un-
derstand the ways of those who have
been designated to lead our young
people. For years they have fed us
the chaff of standard programs, stan-
dard organization, standard plans
and even standard leaders.
Standarizat ion never has saved the
world and never will; we must have
sturdy, intelligent statesman-like
leaders to bring in the new day."'
The very nature of youth demands the very highest type
of leadership. It is a period of expansion and deepening
of the physical and psychical powers, there is evidence
of transition from the state of objectivity to subjec-
1. The Church's Program For Young People; Llayer; pp. 345
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tivity; interest shifts from individuality to sociality.
It is a period of storm and doubt.' Youth lives in a kind
of twilight zone, too rauoh like an adult to be classed
with children and too much like a child to be treated as
an adult. Subtended as he is midway between childhood
and adulthood, he needs the direction of those who know
his nature and can sympathize with him.
It is not our purpose here to go into details as to
the training of leaders. This subject is amply treated
in Professor' Mayer's book, "The Church's Program For
Young People", Chapter 19; Dean Athearn' s "Character
Building In A Democracy", Chapter 4; and V/alter Albion
Squires' "A Parish Program of Religious Education", Chap-
ter 13. IThat we want to do here is to emphasize as force
ful as we may, that 6. trained leadership stands out as
the supreme need in bringing about a better relationship
between youth and the church. Or the challenge may be
summed up by quoting again from Professor llayer:
"Facing the >*hole question of young
people's work honestly we must admit
that the future of our work is deter-
mined by our ability to discover and
train leadership. The program out-
lined in this book will not and cannot
work until we have a trained leadership.
le might just as well get down to the
basis task of the problem. We must have
leaders, not one or two but thousands
of them, yes hundreds of thousands, ^e
must find and train leaders until every
church is manned with those who know how
to work, not those who feel it has to be
1. Principles of Religious Education; "^mme and Steviok;
pp. 90
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"done and nobody else would do it." '
B, A Well Defined Program. A well defined program is
the next suggested remedy to bridge the gulf between in-
different youth and Christianity. 1^ this we mean one that
has been built from the standpoint of individual needs
whioh presupposes that the framers of the program actually
know the oharaoteristios of adolescents, not only from
having studied suoh standard works on the psychology of
adolescence as those written by Hall, Tracy, Zing and
others, but from intimate every day experiences and person-
al contacts with youth themselves. In the last analysis
oniy those can speak with authority on the question who
have had those intimate associations.
A program to arrest the attention and gain the sup-
port of youth must possess at least three prominent quali-
ties.
1. Since the basic principles in education are the
same for religious education as for secular education, the
program should be built in accordance with the best educa-
tional principles of our day.
If built along such approved lines, two aspects will
be featured in the program. First, ample consideration
will be given for self expression or" self activity", im-
pression and expression will be more evenly balanced than
was evident in many older programs where the individual
1. The Church's Program For Young People; Mayer; pp. 346
2. " " " " " " " pp. 56-62
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was orammed with an over ballast of mere information
with no opportunity or enoouragement for relating this
knowledge to actual life by a doing process. Very close-
ly related to self activity is a second educative prin-
ciple that should show in the program. This principle
is called^socialized education"; a principle which em-
phasizes the comifaitment to the pupil of certain definite
responsibilities in connection with routine execution
of the program. '.Ve will speak further about this in a
later paragraph.
2. The program should carry a universal appeal to
youth all over the nation. Its ideals and objectives
should challenge the young people "in Maine and Califor-
nia" as well as those who live "in Minnesota and Texas."
This means that sectional, provincial and colloquial tra-
ditional elements that have been so prominent in other
programs will be excluded and in their place will appear
those elements that will make for a sense of unity or in-
ter-dependence and v/orld brotherhood.
3. A program to be effective must also have flexibil-
ity and simplicity. It should be so adjustible that it can
be used in connection with the most complicated machinery
of organization as well as in places where there is a acre
simple and unpretentious form of organization. The highly
trained expert will find it ample for his needs and the leas
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highly trained voluntary leader will be able to apply
it to his limited soope. The simplicity of the program
will enable leaders to adjust it to the speoifio needs
of the groups with whom they have to deal. In other
words, the program should be so arranged as to be a use-
ful"tool" rather than a mechanical devise, which the lea-
der"doles out from handbooks and manuals without the
stamp of originality or the conviction that it is of val-
ure."
4. i7e might add here another characteristic that
the program should possess. It should be intellectually
respectable, -?his applies most especially to the content
of the curriculum material. Thousands of youth have
turned from the church and have no interest in Christianity
because no earnest well planned effort has been made to
help them meet and face the vexing difficulties that they
must face in a matetialistio and mechanistic age.
Hence, the makers of the program are obligated to
include material that will help youth find its way through
the fog and mist of popular scientific and philosophical
dogma, as well as free them from the bondage of untenable
theological dogma. To sidestep or "pussyfoot" on impor-
tant issues as these is costly. The program must face
these perplexities squarely, evaluate them and set the
findings before the youth. The church cannot help yputh
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by asking them to stiok their head in the sand as the
ostrich, while theory after theory and faot after fact
are being set before them in a convincing manner in
class room and popular literature that cause them to doubt
and question the validity of spiritual truths.
Such questions as the inspiration and authority of
the Scriptures, the effects of the theory of evolution
upon the teachings of the Bible and hundreds of other prac-
tical difficulties must be set clearly before youth in the
new program.
Pu.rthermore , there must be materiel that will steady
youth in its struggle with the natural disillusionment s of
life. That period that comes into the life of practically
every youth when cherished air castles fade away, beauti-
ful bubbles begin to burst and when he discovers in his
vaunted heroes vulnerable spots.
Then it should definitely help youth to find the"Je
SUB way of living" and present this so convincingly in the
program that youth will be inspired to accept this way as
his manner of life, letting it dominate and pervade his en-
tire life, personal and social. They should be so saturated
with these ideals that the dominant passion of their lives
will be to win others to the Jesus way of life.
It is manifest if the above suggestions be made the
major points in the program, sectarianism, creed and dogma
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will be £-iven but minor consideration, this is as it
should be. There is a place for them but the^ are sec-
ondary to the main responsibility of the program which
is to search for truth and to bring the individual to
^now and accept the principles enunciated by Jesus, and
to bring- their lives in subjection to the will of Ood the
Father.
Finally, such a program implies the working out of
ultimate aims, immediate objectives and standards of meas-
urements or evaluation, so that actual progress can be
measured or lack of progress clearly registered.
Such a program many will say is idealistic and
visionary, hence impossible to be made practical. "Bit it
is being tackled by far sighted men and women and the con-
structively critical youth themselves have dared to tackle
this stupendous undertaking. "lYho knows but that they have
come into the kingdom for such a task as this." They sin-
cerely desire a better world. ..'hile "our self sufficient
mechanized civilization says, where is now thy God, we can
do without him"; when special privilege exclaims sophisti-
cally, "where is now thy God? I seize what I desire and
hold it with my strong right arm"; and as those who follow
blindly the traditions of their fathers sing exultantly,
"glory to God who visited his people long long ago"; the
individuals who make up critically constructive youth, who
fc
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must build this new program for the new order are say-
ing: "C that we knew where we might find Him." ' This
plea of theirs that is being- manifest by their many oon-
ferenoes and gatherings to disouss religious matters
must be heeded. They need the help and sympathy of age
and experience to bring order out of an impending ohaos.
That the critioal youth may be able to oarry forward to
consummation the plans that have already been initiated
there must be:
G. A Change Of Attitude Cn The Fart Of The Adult
leaders Of The G^uroh . One cause of the oollosal failure
of the church to recruit and hold youth in its folds has
been due to the fact that very little inducement and en-
couragement have been given to them by the adults. And
as to giving young people a share in running and directing
the affairs of the church this has been well nigh tabooed.
In most local churches youth seldom has any voice. The
condition depicted by Xenneth Irving Brown is too often
true
,
"V/hat opportunity of service does the
church usually provide for the young per-
son? Ushering, waiting on table, perhaps
teaching a Sunday school class. Nearly
every deacon I have met had gray hair or
none, and few trustees or elders are elec-
ted until they have behind them years of
substantial financial success. The church
seems to be saying to its young' members:
•You have your young people's society; go
play there. The church is ours. You are
1. Coe, TThat Ails Our Youth; pp. 90
r
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"weloome to worship with us, in
faot we expeot you to oorae, but it
is not for you to speak in our ooun-
oils." i
Self centered adults speak frequently after the follow-
ing manner:
"It is the adults who run the ohuroh
and all its departments. This is as
it should be, for the king-'s business
is serious enough to demand mature
thinking and judgments, "ndeveloped
mind, immature thought, unstable judg-
ment as found in childhood and youth
cannot do this adequately , "A'
But youth is not content to merely play "second fid-
dle" all the time, especially when they see how adults
have juggled so many weighty questions. For instance, on
the matter of denominational union, youth has advanced
considerably farther in its thinking than adults have.
This was evidenced from the stand taken by the youth from
the northern and southern llethodist churches who met in
Louisville, Kentucky a few years ago. Youth's advanced
ideas on other ponderous religious and moral issues have
also been expressed in no uncertain terms in student con-
tferences that have been held in 5vanston, Illinois and
Milwalkee, ".Visconsin and the student volunteer conferences
at Indianapolis and Detriot.
Dr. Coe believes that a group of constructively crit-
ical youth who can think so keenly on great issues should
1. Outlook; January 21; 1925
2. International Journal of Heligious 'Education; July-August
1925; pp. 2b.
3. v;hat ffils Our Youth; Coe; pp. 8C
4. Youth Looks At The Ciiurch; High. pp.
(
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be given a seat at the "Supreme Counoil Table" or made
"Junior Partners" in the business of the ohuroh. Adults
should "listen to them; listen not as to some freakish
novelty, listen not as to an enemy whom we would entrap
in his words; listen not as to a new and better author-
ity but as to fellow travelers and explorers who may
possibly see in the environment v;hat we have not yet seen,
The first condition then of adding the full re-
sources of youth to the working capital of society is, on
the part of us mature persons, the humility of the learner
together with the spirit of cooperation."^
The growing trend is in this direction, the antagon-
ism that has existed between youth and age is fading slow-
ly away. The constructively critical youth are coming to
see that the experience of the ages that is epitonized in
the elders of this generation cannot be cast aside as with-
out value; on the other hand, more slowly the elders are
relaxing in the severity of their criticism of youth and
are beginning to realize that "the world do move" and "to-
day is not as yesterday was nor will tomorrow be like to-
day."^
The gradual merging of these two views gives us our
ray of hope. In the face of the facts cited we cannot
remain complacent and go whistling, as a frightened boy
1, What Ails Our Youth; Goe; pp. 73, 79.
2, International Journal of fieligious Education; February
1926. pp. 27.
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who is passing through the woods on a dark night. Nor
will we wail and bemoan the outlook as the professional
oalamity howlers; but recognize that:
"The supreme oorreotive for the
ailments of modern youth is cons-
oious participation v/ith God and
fellow men in the creation of a
new order of society—a really new
order; one that aims at fundamen-
tally fresh and universally good
social experience. Dealing crea-
tively with the deepest values--
this is the proper work of youth,
a work that best leads on into a
creative not sterotyped maturity."
*
If we as adults can unite with the constructively
critical youth to bring in this new day, the tide of ma-
terialism will be stemmed and the outlook for the future
secured.
1, Tlhat Ails Cur Youth; Coe; Pp. 9C.
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